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A. Background of the Problem
Having taught in a College of Education in Hong
Kong for five years, the author identified a problem
which eventually led to this survey. This problem is
to answer the questions: "What are the criteria of
teacher competence?" and "How do students, student-
teachers and serving teachers perceive teacher competence?"
Without knowing the criteria of good teaching, teachers
have to judge their performance by experience. In Hong
Kong, advice given to teachers in training by their
supervisors are usually drawn from their personal
experiences. The finding of such a set of criteria for
teaching will certainly help to improve the teacher
training programme in the College of Education.
Research on teacher competence has been an important
subject of inquiry in education. For years, educators
are concerned with the qualities of teachers essential
to good teaching and effective learning. Yet it is
clear that findings in this aspect have been very limited.
2B. Statement of the Problem
Since there are great differences in the research
results on the criteria of a good teacher, this author
decided to carry out a survey on teacher-competence
viewing not only from the angle of serving teachers but
also from the angles of students and student-teachers.
The aims of this survey will be:
1. to deduce a set of teacher-competencies
from the perceptions of students, student-
teachers and serving teachers.
2. to find out the perception of an ideal
teacher among the students, student-teachers
and serving teachers.
C. Definitions
1. Anglo-Chinese School--- the school using English
as the medium of instruction for all subjects except
Chinese and Chinese history lessons.
2. Competence--- competence has to do with how a
teacher teaches and is measured in terms of the
teacher's behaviour.
3. Descriptor--- a set of words, terms or description
to characterize particular behaviour, aspect or
category under study.
4. English School--- the school using English as the
medium of instruction where a second language to be
selected from a few options is taught.
35. Junior students--- students who are receiving one to
three years junior secondary school education in
English, Anglo-Chinese or Chinese Middle Schools.
6. Middle School--- the school using Chinese as the
medium of instruction for all subjects except the
English language lessons.
7. Part-time Course in Colleges of Education---
course for students who are unqualified teachers
teaching in aided or private secondary schools.
8. Senior students--- students. who are studying in the
4th to 6th years in secondary schools.
9. Serving teachers--- teachers who are teaching in
either government, subsidised, aided or private
schools.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
A. Literature Related to Teacher Competence
Teacher competence may be defined in terms of
teacher's classroom behaviour and his teaching
affectiveness may be gauged in terms of students'
achievement. The statement implies that there is a
strong relationship between teacher effectiveness and
students' achievement. Because of such relationship,
people may assume the behaviour of a competent teacher
to be teacher competence.
Medley (1977) in searching for a structure of
teacher competence, states that a competent teacher
well versed in his subject matter is likely to have
positive attitude towards the school as well. He said
that the teachers who produced maximum achievement
gains were also likely to improve students' self-
concept the most.
Other researches define,teacher competence in
terms of cognitive and affective characteristics of the
teacher. Shannon (1940), Hoyt (1955) and other recent
researchers like Simun and Rosenshine (1971) state that
there is a positive but low relationship between
teaching effectiveness and general intellectual ability,
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academic grade-point average and teaching grade of the
student-teachers. Torrance and Parent (1966) find that
the effective teachers often have higher student achieve-
ment, have greater intellectual effectiveness, be more
responsible and use more various approaches and activites
in teaching.
Success in teaching is more related to teacher's
characteristics in the affective domain than in the
cognitive domain. Ryans (1960) identifies three main
behavioural patterns of influential teachers. The are:
1. warm, understanding and friendly,
2. responsible, businesslike and systematic and
3. stimulating, imaginative, surgent or
enthusiastic.
James and Choppin (1977) once asked a large group
of sixth form students to select five most important
and five least important characteristics of a good
secondary teacher. The choices of the most important
characteristics of good teaching behaviour are to gain
the respect and confidence of pupils, to encourage
independence and creativity, and to take personal
interest in students. All.these are similar to the
previous studies made by Witty (1947), Evans (1962) and
Willmott (1969).
In James and Choppin research, it also points out
that instruction is an important part of a secondary
teacher's job and a thorough knowledge of the subject
matter is of great importance. Whereas a primary school
teacher plays the role of a social worker rather than an
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instructor, and thus encouragement to less able children,
impartiality towards the pupils and willingness to
involve the parents in their children's education are
their important personality traits. Good teachers are
also characterised by the warm, open relationships with
students and their professional competence.
'Ieldman and Peck (1963) deduce five main factors
of those teachers who are rated as effective in teaching
by their junior and senior high school students. They
are:
1. friendly and cheerful,
2. knowledgeable and poised,
3. lively and interesting,
4. firm control and
5. nondirective.
Rasmussen's study (1965) reveals that the only
thing that a group of seventy-six teachers agreed on as
one of the necessary teacher characteristics for good
teaching is that a good teacher must know his subject
well. Of course, knowing the subject matter is essential
but hardly enough to be a good teacher as a scholar may
not necessarily be a good teacher.
Barr (1967) reduced the twenty-five personality
traits prerequisite to teacher effectiveness (Charters
and Waples- 1929) to the following fifteen qualities:
buoyancy, considerateness, cooperativeness, dependability,
forcefulness, judgement, mental alertness, objectivity,
personal magnetism, physical energy and drive, scholar-
liness, emotional stability, ethicalness, expressiveness
7and flexibility. They may be placed under four categories:
personal qualities, competencies, effects of teacher
leadership and behaviour control. Kung (1971), based on
the above research, placed the fifteen qualities under
four main categories--- character, knowledge, ability
and personality.
Although there is no agreement on definition of
teacher competence and effectiveness of teaching, the
present author believes that there is a strong relation-
ship between teaching behaviour and student achievement.
This relationship is commonly called process-product
relationship. The dynamics of effective teaching is to
provide the greatest possible help to students in their
learning. The thorough understanding of the dynamics of
effective teaching depends on the setting up of cause-
and-effect relationships between teacher behaviour and
student learning. Only when we know why a teacher is
effective, can we design the best way to train teachers.
If we assume there is a strong relationship
between teacher competence and teaching effectiveness, we
can measure effectiveness as an indicator of teacher
competence.
Based on the explanatory causal model outlined
by Mitzel (1960), Dunkin and Biddle (1974) reviewed
their investigations and suggested that a teacher's past
experience and other preinstructional variables such as
a student aptitude affect his classroom behaviour and in
turn, affect students' classroom behaviour as reflected
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in their achievement. The following is the hypothesized








FIG.I Hypothesized Sequence of Effects in the Casual Model
The hypothesized causal model (figure I) assumes
a causal order of the above named variables in chrono-
logical sequence as indicated by the numbers. Student
aptitude and teacher behaviour variables are outside the
control of the system and considered as "givens". The
double-headed arrow indicates that the two variables,
student aptitude and teacher behaviour, are not the
cause of one another. The causal effect is represented
by the direction of the arrows. The student aptitude
and teacher behaviour have direct effect on student
perception and achievement. Therefore, in order to
obtain greater student achievement, a teacher has to
improve his teaching and his personal qualities.
Recent research on teacher effectiveness has
emphasis on the problems of productivity, methodology and
theory (Berliner, 1976; Gage, 1972). Reviewers have
concluded that a few consistent relationships between
teacher variables and teaching effectivienss can be set
up (Barr, 1961; Dunkin and Biddle, 1974; Rosenshine,
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1971). Kuhn's process-product paradigm (1970) shows
the importance between teacher behaviour and student
achievement in learning. A few recent researches on
teacher effectiveness also show that a teacher's
knowledge, attitude and some other characteristics are
correlated with his teaching process which in turn
affects student achievement. Mitzel (1960), derived
three criteria on teaching effectiveness from Brownell's
research (1948). These three criteria are:
a. process variables (teacher behaviour,
student behaviour and teacher-student
interactions),
b. presage variables (teacher personality,
knowledge, status characteristics), and
c. product variables (primary measures of
students' change).
Though some recent researches only show a causal
relationship between the above mentioned teacher
competencies and student achievement, many educators
still believe in a high correlation (Rosenshine and
Furst, 1971), and advocate the setting up of competence-
based teacher education programmes (National Association
of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification,
1971).
Many researchers have their research based upon
three criteria--- process, presage and product
variables, set by Mitzel. Heil, Powell and Feifer (1960)
combined all three criteria in their research. Similar
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studies have been carried out by other researchers basing
on pair-wise combinations of the three criteria, that is
using two criteria at a time: Seibel (1967), Tuckman,
Forman and Hay (1971) combined teacher characteristics
and observation of the teacher's classroom process in
their study. Quirk, Witten and Weinberg (1973) paired
teacher characteristics and their correlation with
student produce criteria in their research, and Getzels
(1969) McGee (1955) used teacher attitudes and their
correlation with student product criteria in their
research. Their results demonstrate some correlation
between the teacher characteristics and student
achievement.
In addition to the paradigms of direct and indirect
teaching categories as used by Flanders and Hough (1967)
or the verbal interaction categories as used by Amidon
(1967), Rencher, Wadham and Young (1978) based on the
operant learning model, also identify fifteen behaviour
Categories--- seven behaviours of the teacher's
instructional actions and eight behaviours of students'
responses to the teacher's behaviours. From the seven
teacher's behaviours, they classify them into four
levels of teacher's competence--- performing task,
task signals, management stimuli and consequent stimuli.
It is possible to state that there exists a
strong relationship between teacher competence and
effective teaching. It is difficult to find a single
agreed definition for teacher competence and different
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researches show different results. Different approaches
are used to deduce or classify teacher competence, some
researchers like Barr (1961) and Richey (1978) classified
teacher competence under different categories; other like
Mitzel, Ryans, Veldman and Peck set up criteria or
patterns of teacher competence for their research. Some
researchers like Charters and Waples tried to deduce a
set of teacher competencies of an effective teacher.
Since there are differences in the research results and
under different cultures, the perception may not be the
same. Thus this author wishes to carry out a survey on
teacher competence upon local subjects in Hong Kong.
B. Literature Related to Teacher Rating
Since early 1920s, the question of how to
distinguish good teachers from the poor ones has been the
concern of many educators. Barr(1967) reviews that in an
uncontrolled situation, the assessments of a panel of
supervisors, administrators, and teacher educators, all
observing the same teacher at the same time and under
same conditions, appear to be in extremes: some rated an
observed teacher as the very best while the others rated
the same teacher as the worst. This case indicates that
each person has a standard of evaluation of his own.
This is why assessing teacher is always a problem.
There are two forms of teacher evaluation
classified by Kay (1978): rating what the trainee or
teacher knows, usually by giving a grade at the end of a
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course or after a period of time and the rating of
teaching performance by giving a grade in actual teaching.
A lot of testing devices other than the traditional
forms mentioned above have been tried out through many
decades. Different tests which have certain aims and
objectives are used to measure different aspects of
teacher competence. However, there are a number of
problems in assessing a teacher. Richey (1978) states
that one of the most vexing problems in evaluation is to
obtain a precise description of criteria, performance
demonstrations (preferably in real classroom settings)
and flexibility to fit various teaching styles.
Another problem of teacher rating is that teaching
means many different things. Barr (1967) points out that
teaching varies from person to person, and from situation
to situation. Besides teachers teach various subjects
and at different grade levels, or they may not teach at
all. For some of them may only have to direct activities,
to act as counselors or to serve as members of a school
in a community, or in the local, or national education
bodies.
In some researches, teacher competence is measured
in terms of learning outcomes, yet the relationship
between teaching behaviour and student's outcome is
remote. As Semmel (1978) points out that there are too
many uncontrollable variables, e.g. students differ in
their basic behaviour repertoires, socio-economic
backgrounds, interests, values and perceptions to their
13
environments. Teachers, on the other hand, differ according
to these and other important dimensions. If teacher
competence has to be measured by using student's performance,
the range must be expanded to include cognitive, affective
and other antecedent causal variables.
Further problem of assessment appears where
evaluation can be made. Medley (1977) suggests four






FIG. II. Levels of Assessment of Teacher Competencies
in Teacher Education
Figure II shows four levels where teacher
effectiveness can be assessed. The horizontal arrows
represent lines of influence. The training experiences
provided by teacher training programme are intended to
alter the performance competencies of a teacher in some
ways and will result in changes in pupils' learning
experiences leading to a change of pupils' outcomes
(hopefully, for the better). Of course, there are many
other important variables affecting pupils' outcomes,
e.g. the characteristics of the pupil and the community,
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which are beyond the teacher's control.
Gentry and Johnson (1974) identified a sequence
of steps to be taken in developing an assessment system
for Competence Based Teacher Education programmes. The
assessment is based on a model or ideal evaluation
system and compares it with the teacher's actual perfor-
mance in the class. Two tools are of great use to this
assessment system: Programme Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT) charts and staff assignment charts.
Kay's report (1974) reveals that teacher behaviour
measurement instruments fall roughly into two types, but
neither of them is wholly satisfactory for measuring
performance. School systems use measurement instruments
to rate personnel while colleges and universities develop
instruments to evaluate teaching performance of students.
The second type includes instruments constructed mainly
for research use. They usually focus on specifically
defined teacher behaviour but cannot measure complex
classroom situation.
The more recent trend is to relate a set of
explicitly stated behaviours to the related behaviours
and achievements of students (Rosenshine, 1971). This
means the use of a set of explicit teaching behaviour
descriptions in the direct observation of the interaction
of teacher and students' behaviours in actual classroom
settings. The main aim is to relate cognitive and
affective characteristics of teachers to effective
teaching.
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Kay (1978) states that evaluation of pre-service
teachers' competencies may be in the form of grades
given at the end of a training course and teaching
practice. A more detailed evaluation of teacher is to
rate the teacher's knowledge of the subject, his teaching
methods, teaching skills and strategies and his attitudes
towards children, teaching and learning. Knowledge of
the subject and teaching skills of the teacher will
directly affect learning and cognitive development of
the children.
Systematic observation is one of the commonest
instruments used to measure teacher's competencies.
Furst and Hill (1971) define systematic observation as
a set of procedures that use categories to code and
quantify classroom behaviours of teachers and students.
However, the rating of knowledge and skill in terms of
behavioural objectives cannot indicate the actual
performance of the teacher. Most systematic observation
instruments in use are designed for a particular research
prupose rather than for the general rating of teacher
performance. Simon and Boyer (1974) reported ninety-
nine observation systems and some commonly used
systematic observation instruments are: Flanders
System of Interaction Analysis (FSIA) (Flanders, 1966),
the Galloway System (Galloway, 1968) and the Birmingham
Study (Stones and Morris, 1972).
Rating scales is another type of instrument to
measure teacher competence. Good (1959) define rating
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as an estimate of an individual person's characteristics
according to a systematised procedure. Rating scales
are devices used to evaluate products, attitudes or
other characteristics of instructors or learners.
Rating scales and systematic observation instruments
are different; the former records general impressions
and the latter describes what has happened in detail.
Rating scales are more widely used than other devices
in measuring teaching competence by observation.
McNeil and Popham (1973) point out that the major
defect of rating scales is the failure to control
sampling.
Interview and questionnaire may be used to obtain
opinion on a teacher's competence. To ensure interview
to be successful, communication between the interviewer
and the respondent must be open and honest. Similarly it
is also true for the response on questionnaires.
Interviews require a large number of trained interviewers,
lots of money and time, yet the sample obtained tends to
be rather small. Questionnaire has the defect of having
low response, though the cost is lower. Very often it
has to have follow-up interviews or questionnaires. The
data obtained may reflect some aspect of the teachers
under study, or even used as information for rating a
teacher.
Products, such as lesson plans and anecdotal
records are other source of data often over-looked in
assessing teacher competence. At the Oregon College of
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Education (Schalock, Kersh and Garrison, 1976), product
ratings are one of the five different data sources used
in judging teacher competence.
Gage and his associates (1968) comment on process-
produce research as a strategy characterised by an
analytical approach to the study of the teaching act---
both very specific teaching practices and specific
effects can be evaluated. The general criticism of the
strategy is that the researchers have used deficient
operational definitions of variables.
Self rating is the systematic assessment of one's
own teaching behaviour or to obtain an accurate picture
of his own ability by self criticism (Festinger, 1954).
Performance tests or teaching power tests (Popham, 1967,
1968 and 1971) are to rate teaching effectiveness by
giving identical objectives to a number of teachers and
by measuring the students' learning after the instruc-
tion given.
Apart from the above rating methods and
techniques, student rating is one of the methods commonly
used.
Though there are many teacher assessment methods,
there is not a single wholly satisfactory device
available. Giving a grade to a trainee after a period
of training can only give an over-simplified picture.
Systematic observation is one of the commonest instru-
ments used to measure teacher's competence, yet it requires
a large team of trained observers and a considerable
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period of time for observation. Another problem facing
this method is that very few local teachers are willing
to be observed, and it is difficult to obtain permission
from the schools concerned. With the limited amount of
resources and manpower, it is only possible to carry out
a survey of teacher competence from questionnaire
responses. The valuable responses from student judges
are sources of information.
C. Literature Related to Rating
of Teachers Students
The above assessment methods are carried out by
educators and supervisors, neglecting the importance
of assessments made by student judges---- students, who
are the objective consumers of education. Recently,
there is increasing interest in the feedback of rating
their teachers from students (Stecklein, 1960, Foy, 1969,
Coats and Swierenga, 1972, Meigham, 1974). Clinton (1930),
Bonsfield (1940), Haslett (1976) and Perry (1977) have
similar researches on the characteristics of a good
teacher based on the judgement of students. Though the
results of their researches are different, they reflect
the importance of evaluation by students.
In fact, the method of study by using student
ratings for assessing teacher competence has empirical
and logical support dating back nearly fifty years.
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O'Connor (1971) considers the disregard of the
judgement of eight-year old children as reasonable.
"It is arrogant to dismiss the criticisms of the fifth
or sixth formers as unimportant. How much more
experience does one need before one is qualified to
judge?"
Evans (1951) believes that students as raters of
teachers have the merit over adult raters for their
evaluation is based on regular observation over a long
period of time and thus can know more.
Veldman and Peck (1969) view that a reliable
description of the typical behaviour of the teacher has
to be based on many hours of classroom observation and
the obvious sources are from the students. Student
evaluation have the merits of being based on a much more
comprehansive sample of observed behaviours, and have
also the advantages of averaging the idiosyncratic
biases of a large number of judges. Moreover, students
can give at least as much, if not more, information
regarding teacher characteristics as experts and adult
judges can on the basis of one or two hours observation.
Recent research suggests that the student's sex,
age, and academic achievement, and the grade received
from the instructor have little relationship to student
ratings (Rayder, -1968). Davidoff (1970). gives evidence
showing that student opinion of teacher behaviour is very
stable over time and there is little relationship between
student ratings of the teacher and the students' gain.
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Rammers (1963) indicates ratings by students as
a "giftie's" boon for the teacher can see himself as
how students see him. His earlier researches (1928,
1929) show the result is not affected by neither the
sex of the students nor the sex of the teacher.
Similarly, Beck (1961), Coats (1970) and
Thompson (1975) are also having their researches
based on the perceptions and the investigation of
students' attitudes towards the teachers' personality
traits.
Lew (1977) based his study on personality
traits of local teachers as perceived by secondary
students of Hong Kong. Miron and Segal (1978) have a
similar research on "The Good University Teacher." It
was based upon the perception of the university
students from different faculties and different years
to deduce the personality traits of good university
teachers.
Researches (Rammers, 1934, 1963, Veldman and
Peck, 1967, Doyle and Whiteley, 1974, Frey and Leonard,
1975) indicate that student ratings are as reliable and
valid as those of adult judges, and that they would not
be affected by the sex of the students or teachers, or
by the difficulty of the course. Veldman and Peck
(1967) in consequence of their Pupil Observation Survey
suggests similar ratings by students and supervisors.
Similar findings on a close agreement between student
ratings of their student-teachers and those of their
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supervisors have been reported earlier by Porter (1942).
Gage and Suci (1951) have put to test the
reliability of student ratings of teachers and, by
using Horst's formula, obtained a correlation coefficient
of 0.93.
Cortis and Grayson (1978) employed 270 primary
students to rate 10 student-teachers' performance, and
the results support the view of Gage and Suci (1951)
and others that students' ratings are generally quite
reliable.
Recent research on teacher competence has laid
greater emphasis on the perception of students.
Student-rating has been proved to be as valid and
reliable as adult judges. With the limited amount of
available resources and man-power, student rating
through the use of questionnaire seems to be a possible




A. Design and Instrumentation
1. Rationale
Grush and Costin (1975) have the idea that since
students are the objective consumers of instructional
processes, their judgements should be the sole deter-
minants in defining the significant variables of a
"good teacher."
The practice of utilizing students' ratings for
judging teaching effectiveness has been used for nearly
fifty years. There are researches using students
as evaluators: Gage and Suci (1951) tested the relia-
bility of student ratings of their teachers, and by
using Horst's formula, he obtained a high correlation
coefficient (0.93) between student ratings and adult
ratings. They therefore conclude that assessment
ratings by students are as reliable and valid as ratings
by adults.
2. Content
The items in the questionnaire are related to
the following four aspects of the teacher:
a. knowledge
b. Presentation of the knowledge
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c. Relation with students
d. Personality
and the items of the above aspects are listed in table 1.
TABLE 1
THE ITEMS IN THE Q U E S T I O N N A I R E -CLASSIFIED U N D E R
FOUR A S P E C T S  OF THE T E A C H E R
Section Knowledg e Presentat ion of the knowledge Relation with students Personality
I t e m Item Item Item
7 . Interest in the subject 8. Preparation 20. Punishment 1. Character
10. Knowledge in the subject 9. Level of approach 21 Discipline and class 2. Voice
management
11. Knowledge in other subjects 
and current affairs
12. Manner of presentation 22. Relationship with the class 3. Conrcand of
13. Method of presentation 23. Leadership <. Self-reliance & oonfldtnoe
14. Use of textbook 5. Attitude towards students
1 15. Use of aids 6. Sence of homour
16. Questioning
17. Stimulating intellectual 
curiosity
18 Responce to student's questions
and answers
19- Creation of learning atmosphere
12. Knowledge in current affairs 1. Ability to stimulate 2 . Attention to student f«edbaok 3. Confidence
& i n o t h e r subjects Intellectual curiosity •
13. Knowledge & interest in 5- Developing motivation 1 8. Slowing peraonal interest 4. Democraticsubject material in student's work
6. Developing thought proceuses 19. Strict oontrol 7. Flexible
2 1J. Interesting： presentation of materials
20. Wilingnes to help e. Fluency of specch
14. Lucid expression of ideas 9. Friendliness
15. Preparation & organisation 10. Good relationship
of lessons with atudcnttf
16. Effective uce of audio - 17. Sense of humour
visual aids
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Questionnaires are used to collect data for
the survey. The design of the questionnaire is modified
on the factors suggested in the Teacher's Effectiveness
categories set up by Barr (1948), Stanford Teacher
Competence Appraisal Guide (1959), Purdue Rating Scale
for Instruction (1950) and the Good Teacher character-
istics derived by Miron and Segal (1976). The question-
naire is prepared in both English and Chinese versions
so that it is convenient to carry out the survey to a
wide range of students, student teachers and serving
teachers of different academic levels, educational
background and the command of languages. There is no
time limit for answering the questionnaires. Students
are advised to think of the good teachers they have ever
had and use such impressions as the bases for answering
the questionnaires. The reason for giving this advice
to the students is that the survey aims at finding the
genuine data of good teachers instead of the ideal but
imagined ones.
The questionnaire is further divided into two
sections. In section 1, descriptors are used to
delineate a good teacher as perceived by different
grounds. Subjects select suitable descriptors from
a given set to fit in or to describe what a good teacher
is in their perception. In section 2, the subjects





The aim of the pilot study is to eliminate and
to modify unsuitable items. Items that embarrass
teachers, with few responses or no response will be
deleted and items with ambiguity in meaning will be
modified.
The pilot study was carried out in June, 1979,
and the original questionnaire was given to 59 student-
teachers studying geography in Sir Robert Black College
of Education (Table 2). After the pilot study, eleven
items are deleted from the original questionnaire of
39 items in section 1 and many items are modified.
TABLE 2








In order to make the survey more reliable,
this survey uses a sample size of 804 subjects
covering as many categories of students, student-
teachers and serving teachers as possible (table 3):
The sample contains the following groups:
1. Junior students studying in secondary schools.
2. Senior students studying in secondary schools.
3. Student-teachers of the first year in both
full-time and part-time courses in Sir
Robert Black College of Education.
4. Student-teachers of second year in both
full-time and part-time courses in Sir
Robert Black College of Education.
5. Serving teachers teaching in government,
subsidised and private schools.
b. The Survey
Since the questionnaire may arouse some
objections, mistrust and anxiety to some of the
teachers concerned, who might have the fear of
losing authority over their small judges in
the future, explanation is given to them that
students rating their teachers is a matter of
course. In November, 1979, the author had met
and briefly discussed with the teachers concerned
about the nature of this survey and answered
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Total 226 174204 45157
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With permissions granted by the principals in
the sampled schools, the survey was carried out
with the help of the teachers concerned in
November, 1979. Of the questionnaires sent, 804
were returned before 15th December, 19 7 9.
C. Limitations
This survey suffers from the following
limitations:
1. The sample taken is not a random sample of
Hong Kong students.
2. The method of study adopted from foreign
countries may not be suitable for local
situation, because the descriptors may have
different effect upon Chinese subjects.
3. The fact that the class teachers administer
the questionnaire and that the traditional
Chinese concept of respecting the teachers
are not in favour of rating teachers by
students.
4. Students' rating may not be the best index
reflecting teachers' effectiveness.
d. Analysis of Data
The returned questionnaires were recorded on
coding sheets for processing. From the 900
questionnaires distributed, 804 questionnaires
were returned. After rejecting the incompleted
questionnaires and the ones with contraditory
30
answers to the same question, 745 questionnaires
were used for data analysis. The number of
subjects in each group can be seen in Table 4
and the more detailed sample structure is
represented in Table 5 and 6.
TABLE 4
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For items in section 1 of the questionnaire,
frequency count is used to deduce the perception of
the five groups (junior students, senior students,
first year student-teachers, second year student-
teachers and serving teachers) of what a most-liked
teacher is likely to be. In section 1, there are
122 descriptors, both the total as well as the group
responses for each descriptors are recorded in
frequency.
The descriptors with highest response frequency
in each item are selected to represent the perception
of the subjects. In this way, the perceptions of each
group and all the groups combined can be deduced. For
each descriptor, chi square method is employed to test
whether there is any significant difference in the
perception among the groups.
If the chi square value for a descriptor of the
five groups as a whole has a significant difference at
0.001 level, inter-group comparisons by chi square are
employed to find out where the difference lies.
In section 2, the scores for each teacher quality
in the given set are cumulated together in each group
and also for all the groups combined. The cumulated
totals of the teacher qualities are used to find out
the priority ranks given.by the groups and by all subjects.
The quality with the highest score ranks first, the next
highest quality will rank second, and so on. The
quality with the lowest score will rank twentieth. The
34
priority ranks of the teacher's qualities given by the
groups are viewed by rank difference coefficients of
correlation. The'rho values are used to find the




The total scores of teacher qualities perceived




A. Perception of the Most-liked Teacher
In most of the items in section 1 of the
questionnaire the response from each subject has the
tendency to have an average of two choices of the
descriptors in each item, except for items of sex,
age group of teacher and leadership. The descriptors
with the highest response in frequencies in each item
are selected to represent the description of the most-
liked teacher perceived by the subjects in the group
representing the majority view (60%- 80%) of the
total responses. Group responses for each descriptor
in the items can be seen in Tables 15- 24. The
perception of the most-liked teacher is also delineated
in a similar way by combining responses from all
groups.
1. Some Particulars on the Most-liked Teachers
According to the present research, the percep-
tion of the most-liked teacher is more in favour of
a female. The result in Table 7 shows that more
responses are in favour of female teachers (54%) than
36
TABLE 7
THE STRUCTURE OF THE MOST-LIKED TEACHER
FEMALE (IN %) TOTALGROUPS MALE (IN %)
120 18868Junior students (63.8)(36.2)
87 125 212Senior students (41.0) (59.0)
95 66 1611st Yr. students (59.0) (41.0)
75 140652nd Yr. students (53.6) (46.4)
25 19 44Serving teachers (56.8) 043.2
Total 350 395 745(47%) (53%
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TABLE 8
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP
SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT188 212 161 140 44DESCRIPTORS
JUNIOR SENIOR 1st YR, 2nd YR. SERVING 0.001 LEVEL
VALUE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
68 61187(41.0) 95 t59.0? 75 (53.6) 25 (56.8) 26.114Male teacher
120(63.8) 125(59.0 66 (41.0) 65 `46.4 19 (43.2 25.325Female teacher
20- 24 24(12. 8) 30(14. 2\ 12 (7. 5? 15 (10.7' 2 i- 4. 6' 6.612
73(38.8) 73(34.4) 47 (29.2) 43 c30.7' 14/31.8) 4.36025- 29
30 34 43( 2 2. 9) 59 !27. 8) 46(28.6) 40(28.61 13(29.61 2 .222
35- 39 38(20.2) 17 f 8. 0' 24 (14.9} 17 (12-1.) 5(11.4' 13.325
40- 44 2c,11.1 18 (8.5) 18f11.2 13 9.3! 3 i 6.8 15.761






THE AGE GROUPS OF THE MOST-LIKED TEACHERS
SERVING2nd YEAR1st YEARSENIORJUNIOR T(1TA T.Ar-P rRnilp TTATRSTT TTIT\TTC C`nT,T,F(,F STi1T) COLLEGE STUD$STUDENT
ffffff
11.144.55 8327.45 15 10.711214.153024 14.1520- 24
250 33.5631.821443 30.7129.194773 34.4373 38.8325- 29
26.9820113 29.5528.574028.574627 .835943 22.8730- 34
101 13.5611.36512.141714.91248.021720.213835- 39
7.25546,82313 9.2911.188.19 182 1.06 1840- 44
7.527 15.91 568.378.70 127.08 144.268 1545 9 over
188 100 212 100 161 100 140 100 44 100 745 100
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male teachers (47%). The chi square value of 2 6 .11
at 0.001 level (Table 8)shows significant difference
between the two sexes of the most-liked teachers as
perceived by the subjects. The main difference as
shown in Table 8 lies between secondary students
(senior and junior) and first year college students.
The second year student-teachers and the serving
teachers indicate no special preference to the sex of
the most-liked teacher as shown in the small chi
square values of 0.068 to 9.881 (Appendix Cl). A
closer look at Table 7, in fact, reflects two
distinct blocks--- the block of secondary students
and the block of student-teachers and serving teachers.
The secondary students especially the students at
lower level are greatly in favour of female teachers,
but the student-teachers and serving teachers are
slightly more in favour of male teachers (Table 7 and
Appendix Cl). The tendency is well expressed in the
high response of 63.8% and 59.0% given by the
secondary student groups in favour of female teachers,
while the first year student-teachers had a high
response of 59.0% in preferring for male teachers
(Table 7). There is a tendency for liking male
teachers as academic level rises.
For.the age of the most-liked teachers, there is
an unanimous response by all subjects in favour of younger
teachers between 25 to 34 years old(Table 8) and shows
no significant difference between five groups' responses
40
(Table 9) as indicated by the small chi square value.
There is a marked preference for teachers of age 25-29
(34%) and only a few students are in favour of teachers
over 40 years old (15%) or under 25 years old (11%).
Junior students prefer to be taught by younger teachers
under 40 (95%). This is less marked in other four
groups (See Table 9 and Appendix C2).
The present research indicates that the most-liked
teachers are those who teach languages, literatures and
social subjects including Chinese history (Table 10). In
Hong Kong, language and literature in either English or
Chinese language are usually taught by the same teacher.
The subjects are very much in favour of the teachers
teaching language and literature and the responses to
these subjects are about 40% of total responses (Table 11).
Secondary students especially the junior students tend to
like the teachers who teach both the English language and
literature but this tendency is not observed in other groups
(Table 10). In the other groups, there is a tendency that
teachers who teach both the Chinese language and literature
are favoured instead. Teachers of social subjects and
Chinese history are also favoured (Table 11) with about
20% of total responses. In connection with the
teachers of social subjects and Chinese history,
secondary students are more in favour of the teachers
of social subjects (21.1% and 20.4%) but the other three
groups show a slight majority in favour of teachers of
Chinese history. Secondary students like teachers of
41
TABLE 10
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT188 212 161 140 44DESCRIPTORS
0.001 LEVELJUNIOR SENIOR 1st YR. 2nd YR. SERVING
VALUE
STlTNTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
% % % % %
Chinese Language &
34(11.1) 30(9.3) 55(21.7) 35(16.7) 12(23.1) 24.357
Literature
20.92031(12.3) 26(12.4)11(3.6)Chinese History 20 (6.2)
16.842
7(13.5)
54 (6.7) 38(18.2)30(11.9) 7(13.5)English Language 68(22.3)
17 (8.1) 7(13.5) 9.9769 (3.6)32 (9.9)English Literature 18 (5.9)
Social Subjects
(Geography, History
37(12.1) 66(20.4) 26(10.3) 20(9.6) 3(5.8) 25.108
and Econ. & Public
Affairs)
8(3.8)4(1.3) 13(4.0) 13(5.1) 9.314R. K./ Ethics
6(2.4) 3(1.4)20(6.2) 15.785-(0)Social Studies 18(5.9)
3.90915(7.2) 8(15.4)30(11.9)Mathematics 29(9.5) 33(10.2)
16(7.7)14(4.6) 1(1.9) 11.31921(8.3)Science 11(3.4)
8(2.5) 1.60512(3.9) 6(2.9)Art 2(3.8)8(3.2)
1(0.4) 7.1373(5.8)Domestic Science 2(1.0)7(2.2)6(2.0)




14(4.3) _(0)13(6.2)10(4.0) 8.122Physical Education 21(6.9)











1st YR. 2nd YR. TEACHERSSTUDENTSTUDENTS
446120(39.3) 116(35.8) 94(37.2) 90(43.1)Languages Literature 26 (50.0)
Social Subjects and Chinese (10.2)48(115. 7) 86(26.5) 57(22.5) 46(22. 0) 10 247
History
Mathematics Science 9(17.3043(14.1) 44(13.6) 51(20.2 31(14.8) 178
Cultural Subjects 7(13.5)69(22.6) 44(13.6) 27(10.71) 28(13.4) 175
-( 0 )20( 6.2)Social Studies 6( 2.4) 3( 1.4)18( 5.9) 47
- ( 0 )Ethics/ R.K. 13( 4.0)4(1.3) 13 (5.1) 8(3.8) 38
3( 1. 4 )Other subjects - ( 0 )3 ( 1.0 ) 1(0.3) 5 (2.0) 12
% % % % %
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social subjects more because the subjects like E.P.A.
and geography are more closely connected with their daily
life. The teachers of social subjects usually incorporate
many activities and visits into subjects making them more
interesting and thus the students may like these teachers
more. The student-teachers and serving teachers do not
hold the same view but have a very small majority of
2% to 3% (Table 10) in favour of teachers of Chinese
history, but this does not reveal any significant
implication or preference. Teachers in mathematics,
science and cultural subjects are less favoured by
their students (Table 11). The result shows that
secondary students like teachers of cultural subjects
and social studies more than student-teacher groups do.
The case is especially evident in the serving teachers'
group.
2. The Most-liked Teacher Description
According to the criteria set earlier, the
description can be deduced by picking out the descriptors
with highest response in each item, representing about
60% of total responses by the subjects. (Table 12)
In general, the most-liked teachers are more
likely to be pleasant, lively, confident and more
articulate. Their attitudes towards students may be




PERCEPTION OF THE DESCRIPTORS BY ALL SUBJECTS
%DESCRIPTORS FREQUENCY
Sex of the most-liked teacher
47.0Male 350
Female 53.0395
Age group of the most-liked teacher
11.120- 24 83
25- 29 250 33.6





Languages and Literatures 59.9446
Social subjects and Chinese History 247 33.2











Voice of the teacher
Clear 484 65 .0
Pleasant 305 40.9
Unpleasant 8 1.1
Not clear enough 107 14.4
Suitable 214 28.7
Loud and clear 236 31.7
Soft 18 2.4






Quite good in spoken language 96 12. 9
Barely expressive 22 3.0
Inexpressive 2.015
Poor 192 25.8
Self reliance and confidence
423 56.8Always sure of himself /herself
47.7355Meeting difficulties with poise
Fairly self confident 102 13.7
Occassionally disconcerted 31 4.2
Over-confident 21 2.8
3.8Sometimes hesitating, timid C uncertain 28
Lack of confidence 160 21.5
Attitude towards students
54.9409Always courteous and considerate
Concern and understanding 468 62.8
Patient 368 49.4
Impartial 210 28.2
over-demanding and distrust 24 3.2
Ridicule 9 1.2
Unsympathetic and inconsiderate 124 16.6
Sense of humour
Always humourous 22.7169
Always try to be funny 190 25.5
Always keeps proper balance 356 47.8
Over-critical and sensitive 34 4.6
Serious and with no sense of humour 167 22.4
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%FREQUENCYDESCRIPTORS
Interest in the subject
41.6Being his favourite subject 310
53.3397Full of his subject
37.0276Interest in the subject taught
6.448Seems mildly interested
21.1157Seems irksome to him
Preparation
including more subject matters than in
60.5451the textbook
44.3Some materials connected with the topic 330
30.2225Just what is in the textbook
Level of approach
Aims at the enrichment of students'
32.9245knowledge
24.7184Aims at the above average students
27.2203Aims at the average ones
34.5257Aims at the below average ones
Knowledge in the subject
52.3Thorough knowledge on the subject 390
14.5Knows a bit more than the textbook 108
5.440Knows the text
7.556Weak in the subject
20.7154Never stumped by students' questions
xnowleage in other sub]ects ana currect arrairs
34.5Knowledgeable 257







Give appropriate examples and illustrations
389 52.2in explaining ideas
281 37.7Applying subject to everyday life
Dull and repeating what has been said or
10:276in the book




270 36.2Variety of methods
74 10.0Dictating notes
Putting the subject across in a lively way 205 27.5
Use of textbook
257 34.5As reference only
52.5391Connects lessons with the textbook used
15.2113Reading from textbook
Only referring to some plates and maps 18.5138
133 17.9Never use
Use of aids
Helpful aids for students in understanding
48.2359the text
Valuable & providing additional depth to
51.0380the subject
160 21.5Worthwhile and helpful
110 14.8Never use




53.7400With guidance and direction
406 54.5Thought provoking
268 36.0To test what students have learnt
6.649Tricking and ridiculing students
142 19.1Never use
Stimulating intellectual curiosity
Inspiring students to independent effort;
x+9.8371creating desire for investigation
369 49.5Using stimulating questions
219 29.4Through discussion and projects
153 20.5Occasionally inspiring
101 13.6Creating mild interest
4.332Destroying interest
117 15.7Making work replusive
Response to students' questions and answers
273 36.6Swift
329 44.2After some consideration
256 34.4Flexible
187 25.1Only after careful thoughts
102 13.7Hesitating and slow
269 36.1Never stumped by unexpected questions
Creation of learning atmosphere
394 52.9Always warm and friendly
209 28.1Frequently warm and friendly
147 19.7Rather informal
50 6.7Teacher dominating





On no ground or reason 46 6.2
5.1To show authority 38
To scold and embarrass students 138 18.5
Trying to be fair 48.5361
Trying to convey or guide students to the
right way 66.5496
Discipline and class management





Relationship with the class
42.8Very close like his/her children 319
43.0Rather close like friends 320
As his/her inferiors 9.974
Aloof and detached 6.448





Cannot be observed 24.7184
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They have a thorough knowledge of the favourite
subjects taught and the lessons prepared include more
subject matters supplementing the textbook with an aim
to enriching students' knowledge. Moreover, they take
particular care for students of the below-average
attainment.
In every lesson, the materials are presented'in
an interesting way by giving appropriate examples and
illustrations whenever necessary. The lessons are
mainly presented by means of discussion. The content
of the lessons is closely related to the textbook used.
Audio-visual aids are used in order to help the students
understand the text more intelligently, or to help them
get better insight into the subject. The questions
used in the lessons are mainly thought provoking with
certain guidance and direction for the better understan-
ding of them. Generally, a good learning atmosphere is
created because the teacher is warm and friendly.
Punishment is used as a means to guide students
to the right way. The teacher, being considered as a
good leader to the students, can control the class
liberally and tender-heartedly.
3. Essential Teacher Competence Deduced from
The Survey
Each item with over 60% of responses from all
subjects is considered as the essential teacher
51
competence likely to be possessed by the most-liked
teacher.
There are seven items commonly agreed to be the
essential teacher competence possessed by the most-
liked teacher (Table 13). Of the seven teacher-
TABLE 13
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS TO BE POSSESSED
BY THE MOST-LIKED TEACHER
%Personality
71.51. Lively and pleasant character
65.02. Clear voice
65.03. To speak fluently
64.44. Well-equipped to be a good leader
62.85. Concerned and understanding his/her students
Presentation of the Knowledge
1. Lesson preparation including more subject matters
60.5other than those supplied in the textbook.
Relation With Students
1. Punishments aiming at conveying or guiding
66.6students to the right way.
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competencies, five of them (71%) are related to the
teacher's personality, one is related to the presenta-
tion of knowledge and one is related to the relation
with students. The items relating to the teacher's
personality--- clear voice, fluency in speech and
lively and pleasant characters are essential to a
good teacher. However, some of these characteristics
such as clear voice, lively and pleasant characters
are inborn and training can only improve them very
little.
Another essential teacher competency connected
with the relation to*students is that punishment given
should aim at conveying or guiding students to the
right way. In the present research, the subjects
neither consider the teacher's way of presenting
knowledge nor his knowledge in the subject matter as
the very essential qualities for the most-liked teacher.
They are important qualities but not at the top of the
priority list students seem to be satisfied with
lessons with supplementary subject matters other than
those supplied in the textbook.
4. Other Areas of Teacher Competence
Likely to be Possessed by the
Most-liked Teacher
The item with 51% to 60% of responses from all
subjects is considered to be other teacher competencies
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likely to be possessed by the most-liked teacher.
There are thirteen items altogether (Table 14).
TABLE 14
CHARACTERISTICS MOST-LIKELY TO BE POSSESSED
BY THE MOST -LIKED TEACHER
%Personality
56.21. With good command of languages
2. Always sure of himself/herself in self
56.8reliance
3. Always courteous and considerate towards
54.9students
Knowledge
S2 .3d.. Full of his/her interested subject(s).
2. Thorough knowledge in the subject(s) taught52.3
Presentation of Knowledge
53.01. Presenting the lessons interestingly
2. Giving appropriate examples and illustrations
in explaining ideas 52.2
3. Connecting the lesson with the textbook
52.5used
4. Valuable aids are used to provide additional
51.0depth to the lesson
5. Questions are with guidance and direction 53.7
54.56. Questions are thought provoking
7. Always warm and friendly in*creating learning
52.9atmo sphere
Relation with the Students
1. Liberal and tender-minded in the class
management 54.2
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Of all these items, seven of them (54%) belong to
the presentation of knowledge, three of them (27%)
are related to the' teacher's personality, two of
them (15%) concern teacher's knowledge in the subject
and only one deals with teacher-student relationship.
Students perceive the presentation of
knowledge and questioning by the teacher as being
important aspects. A good command of languages,
confidence as well as being courteous and considerate
towards students are also perceived as important
characteristics of personality. In addition, to be
able to create a warm and friendly learning atmosphere
as well as being liberal and tender-hearted are also
parts of the most-liked teacher's characteristics.
5. Some Contraditory Views on Teacher Competence
There are some notable contraditory views in
the perception among the groups on different aspects
of teacher competence. The differences among the
groups will be discussed under four aspects---
personality, knowledge, presentation of knowledge and
relation with students.
a. Personality
Senior students prefer teachers who are
pleasant (42.1%) while the other groups (57%) prefer
those who are lively and calm (Table 15). A group of
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TABLE 15
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP
SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT44212 161188 140
DESCRIPTORS
lst YR. SERVINGSENIOR 0.001 LEVEL2nd YR,JUNIOR
VALUE
TUDENTSSTUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERSSTUDENTS
29(36.7) 22.091154(37.7) 115(25.6) 116(34.5)112(37.2)Lively
96(28.6) 16(20.3) 81.84778(19.1) 111(24.7)Calm 62(20.6)
30.69533(41.8)Pleasant 110(36.5) 172(42.1) 116(25.8) 112(33.3)
E
T 8(2.4) 6.359Tense 3(0.7)5(1.2)8(2.7)
-(0)C
I( 1.3)368.021Nervous 4(1.2)-(0) 104(23.2)9 (3.0)
C
Clear 142(33.6) 93(26.6) 107(26.9) 27(29.3\ 13.570115(38.2)
Pleasant 18(5.1)54(17.9) 114(27.0) 91(22.9) 28(30.4 127.910
1( 1.1)Unpleasant 1(0.2)1(0.3) 3.3882(0.6)
Not clear enough 6(2.0) 2(0.5) 53(15.1)
3(0.8)
2(2.2) 131.787
E Suitable 64(18.3)34(11.3) 57(14.3) 10(10.9) 33.820C 49(11.6)
I
0 78(25.9)Loud and clear 94.260106(25.1) -(0)20 5.7 32 (8.0)
Soft 6(1.4) 2.4122(0.7 1(1.1)4(1.1)








first year student-teachers (23.2%) portray that some
of their most-liked teachers are nervous (Table 15 and
Appendix C4 to 7).
Over 50% of the total responses describe the
most-liked teachers' voice to be loud, clear or pleasing
(Table 15) yet a minority of responses mainly from the
first year student-teachers (27.4%) group describe
their most-liked teachers' voice to be low and mellow.
(Appendix C8 to 12)
Though the majority (70.5%) perceived that their
most-liked teachers having a good command of the
language and can speak fluently, a minority (about 15%)
of the total-responses mainly from the first year
student-teachers (30.1%) and serving teachers (43.3%)
(Appendix C15) describe that thier most-liked teachers
have a poor command of the language, possibly the
English language.
Only about half of the responses from the
serving teachers agree that their teachers are always
sure*of himself/herself (Table 16 and Appendix C16).
However, quite a high percentage of responses from
the student-teachers (23.0%) and serving teachers
(40.8%) consider that their teachers lack confidence
(Appendix C17) which is contraditory to the view of
the secondary students.
It is the perception of secondary students
(29.9%) and second year student-teachers (30.7%) to
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TABLE 16
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP
SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENT AT188 212 161 140 44
DESCRIPTORS
0.001 LEVELJUNIOR SENIOR 1st YR. 2nd YR. SERVING
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
Speaking fluently 100(39.4) 129 (36.5) 115 (38.9) 105 (41.9) 32 (47.8) 26 .270
Good command of
106(41.7) 153(43.3) 71(24.0) 85(32.9) 4 (6.0) 72.387
language
Quite good in spoken
22 (8.7) 52(14.7) 15 (5.1) 6( 2.3) 1 (1.5) 41.3
language
8( 2. 31)
-(0) 15 .058Barely expressive 1 (0.3) 1(0.4)12 (4.7)
2(0.8 5 (1.7Inexpressive 4 (l.1) 1(1.5) 1.873 (1.2)
Poor 7 (2.0i 89(30.1) 55(21.3)12 `4.71 29(43.3) 216.596
Always sure of himself/
87(38.2) 125(39.9) 95(35.7) 97(36.7) 19(38.8) 21.425
herself
Meeting difficulties with
78 34.21 12740.6) 6825.6) 76(28.8) 6(12.2) 40.396
poise
Fairly self-confident 33(14.5) 39(12.5) 13( 4-9)
-(0 17.90617( 6.4)
-(0)4 (1.8Occasionally disconcerted 5( 1.6) 9(3.4) 13 (4.9) 15 .631
Over confident 5( 1.9)4 (1.8 4(1.3 1 (2.07 (2.71 3.528
Sometimes hesitating,
9(3.9) 5 1.9)8(2.6 2.8993 (1.1 3 (6.1)timid and uncertain











consider their most-liked teachers as concerned and
understanding while the first year student-teachers
(29.6%) and the serving teachers (35.6%) view their
chosen teachers to be courteous and considerate.
Some of the student-teachers (13.2%) and serving
teachers (22.2%) consider their favourite teachers as
indifferent and inconsiderate at times (Table 17 and
Appendix C20), but the figures are too low to be
considered as significant.
There is no general agreement in the perception
on the item: sense of humour. Generally speaking,
secondary students (85.5%) think that their most-liked
teachers can keep a balance of humour or always be
humourous (Table 17 and Appendix C21 to 24). The
student-teachers (30.8%) and the serving teachers
(34.6%) perceived their most-liked teachers as
serious and on no occasion being humourous (Table 17
and Appendix C24).
b. Knowledge
To be knowledgeable and having a keen
interest in the subjects are generally accepted as
the two traits-of the most-liked teacher. A minority
of students (19.6%) and serving teachers (32.3%)
remarked that their most-liked teachers had no
interest in the subject(s) taught (Appendix C28).
However, it seems that not all teachers are
teaching their favourite subjects a minority of good
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TABLE 17
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT44140161212188DESCRIPTORS
0.001 LEVELSERVING2nd YR.1st YR.SENIORJUNIOR VALUE
TEACHERSSTUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS
Always courteous 78 (22.9) 115 (23.7)103 (29.6) 81 (23.2) 32 (35.6) 25.190
considerate
Concern and under- 97 (28.5) 152 (31.3) 90(25.9)107 (30.7) 22 (24.4) 34.792
standing
74 (21.8) 18.95182(23.6) 83 (23.8) 15(16.7)114 (23.5)Patient
1 (1.1) 82.45613 (3.7)72 (21.2) 92 (19.O) 32 (9.2)Impartial
- (0)5 (1.4) 3.5115 (1.0)9 (2.6) 5 (1.4)over-demanding distrust
- (0)1 (0.3)3 (O.9) 2.9424 (0.8)1 (O. 3)Ridicule
Unsympathetic 3 (0.6) 52(14.9) 40(11.5) 20 (22.2) 123.6059 (2.6)
inconsiderate
46(22.3) 73(29.6) 15(6.9) 33(17.1) 2(3.8) 41.749Always humourous
18 (8.7) 10(4.0) 87(39.9) 47(24.4) 28(53.8)180.787Always try to be funny
Always keeps proper 120 (58. 3)150 (60 .7) 26 (11.9\ 59 (30.6) 1 (1.9) 167.121
balance
Over-critical and 9 (4.4) 6(2.4) 9(4.1) 7(3.6) 3(5.8) 2.448
sensitive
Serious with no sense









teachers (21.1%) from the responses submitted by the
subjects are teaching or may be forced to teach some
subjects not to their likings as shown in the perceptions
of some student-teachers' responses (Table 18).
Some of the first year student-teachers (41.8%)
and the serving teachers (63.6%) cannot perceive how
knowledgeable their favourite teachers are but express
that the teachers are never baffled by their students'
questions (Table 18 and Appendix C36 and 39).
In the present study, it is generally accepted
(54.2%) that the most-liked teachers are either
knowledgeable or at least not easily confused by
students' questions derived from other subject areas
and current affairs (Table -18). The first year
student-teachers (31.7%) and the serving teachers
(41.8%) are having quite a high responses for the item
that their teachers have little knowledge in other
subject areas (Table 18 and Appendix C41).
c. Presentation of the Knowledge
Some of the student-teachers (36.2%) and
the serving teachers (55.4%) thought that their teachers'
lessons are confined to the material from the textbook
(Table 19 and Appendix C31).
There is no general agreement to the level of
approach to the lessons (Table 19). in general, the
secondary students consider that the aim of every
lesson is for enriching the students' knowledge (58.8%)
which is suitable to the level of the average students
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TABLE 18
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT188 212 161 140 44DESCRIPTORS
0.001 LEVELJUNIOR SENIOR 1st YR. 2nd YR. SERVING
VALUE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
% % % % %
Being his favourite 48(20.8) 87(25 5) 81(29.0) 77(28.3) 17126.21 35.539
subject
Always full of his
65(28.1) 111 (32.6) 104(37.3) 93(34.2) 24:36.9) 44.534
subject
Interest in the subject 92 (39. 8) 110(32.3) 25( 9. 0) 47 (17.3) 2 (3.1) 84.034
taught
11 (4. 8) 20 (5. 9) 4 (1.4) 12 (4.4) 1 (1.5) 9.763Seemly mildly interested
Subject seems irksome to 15 (6.5) 13 (3.8) 65(23.3) 43(15.8) 21(32.3) 110.506
him
108(54.8) 151(71.9) 51(34.9) 73(45.1) 7(21.2) 83,250Thorough knowledge
Knows a bit more than the 50(25.4) 17 (8. 1) 11 (7. 5) 29(17.9) 1 (3. 0) 46.681
textbbok
14 (7.1) 15 (7.1) 4 (2.7) 7 (4.3) -(0) 7.983Just knowing the text
5 (2.5) 5 (2.9) 19 (13.0) 22(13.6) 4(12.1) 31.020Weak in the subject
Never stumped by
20110.2) 21(10.0) 61(41.8) 31(19.1) 21(63.6) 75.454
students' questions
55(26.4) 73(27.7) 57(25.8) 62(29.1) 10(18.2) 10.979Knowledgeable
Do not get confused by
50(24.0) 63(23.9) 78(35.3) 59(27.7) 18(32.7) 24.436
unexpected questions
83(39.9) 11142.0) 16 (7.2) 43c20.2) 4 (7.3) 94.112Suitable















RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP
SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT188 212 16l 140 44
DESCRIPTORS 0.001 LEVELJUPIOR SENIOR 1st YR. 2nd YR. SERVING
VALUE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
Including more subject
84(41.4) 151(47.0) 107(46.3) 86(44.1) 23(41.1) 33.594matters than what is
in the textbook
Including some materials
100(49.3) 151(47.0) 28(12.1) 49(25.1) 2(3.6) 148.653connected with the
topic
Including what is just 19(9.4) 19(5.9) 96(41.6) 60(30.8) 31(55.4) 191.970
in the textbook
Aims at the enrichment
of student's 98(44.7) 149(55.2) 34(14.3) 62(29.4) 2(3.8) 123.754
knowledge
Aiming at the above
28(12.8) 21(7.8) 73(30.8) 48(22.7) 14(26.9) 79.671
average ones
Aiming at the average
69(31.5) 68(25.2) 27(11.4) 38(18.01) 1(1.9) 33.731
ones
Aiming at the below
24(11.0) 32(11.9) 103(43.5) 63(29.9) 35(67.3) 182.874
ones
Presenting interestingly 82(31.3) 112(30.0) 100(35.1) 75(26.4) 26(49.1) 12.687
Give examples & illustra-
tions in explaining 84(32.1) 115(30.8) 82(28.8) 92(32.4) 16(30.2) 19.390
ideas
Applying subject to
70(26.7) 105(28.2) 23(8.1) 83(29.2) -(0) 104.606
daily life
Dull & repeating what
has been said or in 15(5.7) 30(8.0) 10(3.5) 21(7.4) -(0) 15,940
the book
Indefinite & monotonous








(34.3%). However, for the rest of the groups (5 8. 3%),
the general view is that the lessons are aiming at
suiting the students of below average standard (Table
17 and Appendix C32 to 35).
The secondary students, especially the senior
students (28.2%), and the second year student-teachers
(29.2%) suggest that their most-liked teachers can
apply the subject matter to their daily life but the
traits are not eminantly shown in the first year
student-teacher group with only 8.1% response (Table 19
and Appendix C42).
Though the main methods used to present the
lessons (55.5%) are in the forms of discussion and
lecturing (Table 20), most of the teachers chosen by
the senior students (31.9%) and the second year
student-teachers (27.6%) are able to use a variety of
methods (Table 20 and Appendix C45).
It is generally agreed (61.7%) that the lessons
are closely related to the textbook and the textbooks
are used mainly as reference. The secondary students
(61.3%) and the second year student-teachers (66.7%)
show a strong support for the above perception (Table
20 and Appendix C46 to 47). Some teachers being
recognised by the first year student-teachers (26.2%)
and the serving teachers groups (36.7%) never use
textbooks (Appendix C49).
Though it is the general view (59.8%) that the
most-liked teachers use appropriate aids to promote
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TABLE 2 0
SpnrTS Tn T1FSRTPTnRS RY VARTnTTS rRnTTPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP
SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT188 212 161 140 44ESRT_PTORS
0.001 LEVELJUNIOR SENIOR 1st YR. 2nd YR. SERVING
VALUE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
65 (26.3) 20 (35.1) 40.21157(229) 49(15.0) 81(34.0)Lecturing
63 (24.5) 7,21021(36.8)74(31.1)72(28.9) 74(22.7)Discussion
84.88471(27.6)74(29.7) 104(31.9) 2 (3.5)Variety of methods 21 (8.8)
19,4921(1.8)8( 3.2) 29( 8.9) 14( 5.9) 22( 8.6)Z Dictating notes
Put across in a lively
8.99170(21.5) 48(20.2) 36(14.0) 13(22.8) 8.99138(15.3)
way
36(16.7) 36(12.7) 102(41.8)As reference only 51(22. 4) 32 (53. 3) 136.406
Connect lessons with
- (0) 162 .164120(55.6) 138(48.6) 32(13.1) 101(44.3)
the book
18( 8.3) 41(14.4) 2(3.3) 17.69635(14.3)Reading from textbook 17(7.5)
Refer only to plates a
50(17 .6) 11(4.5) 47.22225(11.6 4(6.7)4821.1
maps
17(7.9) 19(6.7)Never use 11( 4.8) 22(36.7) 114.56864(26.2)
Helpful aids to
89(37.4) 103(34.0\ 76 25.4 70(25.6) 21(32.8) 0.318
understand the text
Valuable a providing
additional depth to 85(35. 7) 118( 11 38.9) 8528.4) 86(31.5) 6(9 .4) 35.243
the subject
54(17.8) 3511. 7Worthwhile and helpful 29(12.2) 39(14. 3) 3(4.7) 15.081
17( 7.1) 18 (5.9)Never use 17( 5.7) 5(7.8)55(20.1) 82.881











better understanding of the texts (Table 20), some
responses from the first year student-teachers (28.8%)
and serving teachers (45.3%) show that their favourite
teachers may use visual aids inadequately. Some
responses from the second year student-teachers (20.1%)
show that some teachers never use visual aids at all
(Table 20 and Appendix C51 to 52).
The general view (62.3%) is that questions used
are thought provoking and with guidance and direction.
Some of the secondary students (26.2%) and second year
student-teachers (31.4%) consider that the teachers'
questions are aimed at testing what they have learnt
yet, the first year student-teachers (25.7%) and the
serving teachers (35.7%) groups reflect that quite a
number of teachers never use questioning (Table 21 and
Appendix C53 to 54).
Though the majority of response (68.3%)
reflects their teachers as those who can inspire
independent effort for investigation by means of
stimulating questions, discussions and project works
(Table 21 and Appendix C55 to 57), some teachers
perceived by the first year student-teachers (18.1%)
and serving teachers (32.3%) as those who make work
replusive (Appendix C58).
The first year student-teachers (26.2%) and
the. serving teachers (39.6%) perceive their most-liked
teachers as those who would never be thwarted by
unexpected questions (Table 22 and Appendix C63) and
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TABLE 21
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP
SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT188 212 161 140 44DESCRIPTORS
JUNIOR SENIOR 1st YR. 2nd YR. SERVING 0.001 LEVEL
VALUE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
With guidance
88 (30.4) 112 (33.8) 100 (33.8) 84 (29.3) 23 (32.9) 15.437
direction
95 (32.9) 115.34.7) 95(32.1) 86 (30.0) 15(21.4) 12,619Thought provoking
Test what students
78(27.0) 84(25.4) 15( 5.1) 90.(31.4) 1(1.4) 123 .799
learnt
Tricking ridiculing
10( 3.5) 6( 1.8) 10(3.4) 17(5.9) 6(8.6) 15.990
students
Never use 18(6.2) 14(4.2) 76(25.7) 10(3.5) 25(35.7) 167. 593
Inspiring independent
effort create desire 89(30. 8) 119(31.8) 80(25.4) 62(19.4) 21(32.3) 5.634
for investigatio
Using stimulating
94(32.5) 124(33.2) 58(.18.4) 82(25.7) 11(16.9) 33.742
questions
Through discussion
42(14.5) 57(15.2) 57(18.1) 57(17.9) 6( 9.2) 21.859
projects
23)8.0)Occasionally inspiring 36 (9.6) 43(13. 7) 49(15.4) 2(3.1) 38 .182
21(7.31 )Creating mild interest 41(12. 9)14(4.4) 1 (1.5) 39.400
5 (1.7)Destroying interest 5 (1.9)5(1.6) 12( 3.8) 3 (4.6) 9.366






% % % % %
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TABLE 22
RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENT ATCHI SQUARE44140161212188DESCRIPTORS
0.001 LEVELSERVING2nd YR.1st YR.SENIORJUNIOR VALUE
STUDENTS TEACHERSSTUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS
% % % % %
34.37689 (22.6 16(19.5)47(15.2)72(20.3)49(17.8)Swift
85(21.6) 9.97617(20.7)68(21.9)87(24.5)72(26.1)After some consideration
8(9.8)48(12.2) 38.0278(25.2)68(19.2)54(19.6)Flexible
Only after careful 3(3.7)20(5.1) 52(16.8)68(19.2)44(15.9) 38.160
thoughts
6(7.3) 57.47910(2.8)14(5.1) 24(7.7)48(12.2)Hesitating and slow
Never stumped by
39(39.0) 111.28341(13.2)50(14.1) 103(26.2)43(15.6)unexpected questions
94(43.9) 149(59.4) 56(41.8) 84(40.0) 11(61.1) 64.132
Always warm & friendly
Frequently warm & 54(25.2) 45(17.9) 50(37.3) 56(26.7) 4(22.2) 23.395
friendly
41(19.2) 43(17.1) 19(14.2) 43(20.5) 1(5.6) 26.076Rather informal
17(7.9) 12(4.8) 5(3.7) 14(6.7) 2(11.1) 8.097Teacher dominating











RESPONSE TO DESCRIPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP SIGNIFICANT
CHI SQUARE DIFFERENT AT188DESCRIPTORS
0.001 LEVELJUNIOR SENIOR 1st YR. 2nd YR. SERVING
VALUE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
Too severe (including 17(6.4) 16(5.7) 6(1.9) 13 (7.1) -( 0 ) 8.409
physical punishment
17( 6.4) 8,680-( 0 )12 (3.8) 4 (2.2)On no ground or reason 13 (4.6)
1.6791( 1.1)9 (3.2 7(3.8)10(3.2)11(4.1)To show authority
Scold embarrass 19(6.8) 11 (12.5)65(20. 8) 8(4.4)35(13.1)
students
45 .69554(29.5)78(29.2) 92(32.7) 100(32.1)Trying to be fair 37 (42.0)
Try to convey or guide
109(40. 8)132(47.0) 119(34.1) 97(53.0) 39 (44.3) 21.996students to the
right way
184.09536(34.0)109(63.0)98(53.6)Liberal tender-minded 1 (6.7)
- ( 0 )11(10.4 )29(15.8)Authoritarian 31(17.9)
7.605Tough-minded 17(9.3) 10(9.4) 16( 9.2) 1( 6.7)
11.1758(5.7)Laissez-faire 20(10.9) 12(5.5) 8(4.6) - ( 0 )














RESPONSE TO DESCRTPTORS BY VARIOUS GROUPS
SUBJECTS IN EACH GROUP SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENT ATCHI SQUARE188 212 161 140 44
DESCRIPTORS 0.001 LEVELJUNIOR SENIOR lst YR. 2nd YR. SERVING
VALUE
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS TEACHERS
80(42.3) 70 (30.6) 90(61.2) 52 (29.5) 27(71.1) 27.597Very close like his
children
73(38.6) 133 (58.1) 27(18.4) 84(47.7) 3(7.9) 120.258Rather close like
friends
11.0610(4.4) 4 (10.5)22(15.0) 19(10.8)19(10.1)As his/her inferiors
- (0)
4(2.7) 18(10.2) 16.87413 (6.9) 13 (5.7)Aloof detached




2 (4.6) 3.9594 (2.9)4 (2.5)12( 5.7)5 (2.7)Not equipped







quite a large number of the second year student-teachers
(25.2%) consider their teachers as flexible in responding
students' questions and answers.
d. Relation with Students
In the aspect of discipline and class
management, the secondary year student-teachers (63%)
perceive their most-liked teachers as liberal and
tender-hearted (Table 23 and Appendix C67). About
half of the first year student-teachers (40.6%) think
that some teachers have poor classroom management
(Table 23 and Appendix C68).
B. The Perception of an Ideal Teacher
the perception on the given set of twenty good
teacher qualities (Table 25) was analysed by rank
difference coefficient of correlation to deduce the
perception of an ideal teacher. The item description
(Table 25) and the rank orders of the items perceived
by the five groups and all the groups combined can be
seen in Table 27. The perceptions are highly
correlated at 0.01 level among the five groups with
the rho values ranging from 0.661 to 0.926 (Table 26).
The closeness in the perceptions among the groups is
indicated by the mode rho values of 0.7 and 0.8 (Table 26).
The result shows that the six most important
teacher qualities of an ideal teacher are: to be able
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to stimulate intellectual curiosity, to develop
thought processes, to establish good relationship with
students, to possess knowledge and interest in the
subject material. to attain fluency of speech and be
able to develop motivation in study (Table 28). The
six least important teacher qualities from the set
are: strict control (ranks 20th), effective use of
audio-visual aids, sense of humour, showing personal
interest in students' work, democratic attitude and
knowledge in current affairs and in other subjects
(rank 15th). The good teacher qualities of an ideal
teacher in rank orders are shown in Table 28 with the
cut-off point at 15th rank order.
The perception of the most-liked teacher and
an ideal teacher perceived by the subjects is very
similar. Of the six most important teacher qualities,
there are half of them, namely, ability to stimulate
intellectual curiosity, developing thought processes,
and developing motivation, related to the presentation
of knowledge two of them, namely, good relationship
with students and fluency of speech, belonging to
personality. aspects and one--- knowledge and interest
in subject material--- is associated with knowledge
in the subject (Table 28).' This indicates the
importance of knowledge and presentation of knowledge
aspects to an ideal teacher..
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TABLE 25
TEACHER QUALITIES USED FOR THE CALCULATION OF
RANK-DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION
DESCRIPTIONITEM NO.
Ability to stimulate intellectual curiosity1








Good relationship with students20
Interesting presentation of material11
Knowledge in current affairs F in other12
subjects
Knowledge and interest in subject material13
Lucid expression of ideas14
Preparation and organisation of lessons15
Effective use of audio-visual aids16
17 Sense of humour
Showing personal interest,, in student's work18
19 Strict control
20 Willingness to help
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TABLE 26
THE RANK-DIFFERENCE COEFFICIENTS OF




I and 2 0.92594
0.71729I and 3
I and 4 0.73233
1 and 5 0.66128
0.702632 and 3
2 and 4 0.72895
2 and 5 G.71053
3 and 4 0.86767
3 and 5 0.78308
4 and 5 0.85977
Group 1---- Junior Students (F.1 to 3 in Secondary
School)
Group 2---- Senior Students (F,4 to 6 in Secondary
School)
Group 3---- First Year College of Education Students
Group 4---- Second Year College of Education Students




RANK ORDER OF 20 TEACHER QUALITIES GIVEN BY THE
GROUPS AND ALL SUBJECTSFIVE
VIVIVIIIIIIITEM
























PERCEPTION ON 20 TEACHER QUALITIES BY
ALL SUBJECTS IN RANK ORDER
ITEMRANK DESCRIPTION
NO.ORDER
Ability to stimulate intellectual curiosity11
6L Developing thought processes
Good relationship w:4Lth students103





Attention to student feedback29
Lucid expression of ideas1410
Preparation and organisation of lessons1511-
Interesting presentation of material1112
Willingness to help2013
3 Confident14
Knowledge in current affairs and in other1215
subjects
Democratic416
Showing personal interest in student's work1817
Sense of humour18 17




1. Perce tp ion Between Male and Female Subjects
A simple analysis was given to the perception of
an ideal teacher's qualities from two sex groups. The
value of rho 0.8241 (Table 29) was obtained. This indi-
cates a high correlation between the two groups implying
a great similarity in the perception of an ideal teacher's
qualities.
The two groups have a common view on the four
most important teacher qualities, namely, ability to
stimulate intellectual curiosity, developing thought
processes, fluency of speech (Table 29) and good relate
tionship with students. The four items are related to
presentation of knowledge and personality of the teacher.
Among the least important items, three of them, namely,
willingness to help, showing personal interest in
student's work and strict control, are associated with
the relationship with students (Table 29). The subjects
considered that strict control, sense of humour, effective
use of audio-visual aids and showing personal interest
in student's work were less important qualities for an
ideal teacher.
2. Perception Between Subjects with Different
Medium of instruction
In the present research, questionnaires were
given to two groups of subjects with different languages
as medium of instruction, namely English and Chinese.
The result was again analysed by rank difference
coefficient of correlation and the rho value of 0.9459
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TABLE 29
THE RANK ORDER OF AN IDEAL TEACHER QUALITIES






















rho= 0.8241 (highly correlated at 0.01 level)
78TABLE 3 0
THE RANK ORDER OF AN IDEAL TEACHER QUALITIES
BETWEEN GROUPS USING ENGLISH AND CHINESE























rho= 0.9459 (highly correlated at 0.01 level)
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(Table 30) was obtained, indicating a high correlation
at 0.01 level.
The result shows a high correlation between the
two groups of subjects and it apples that the perception
of an ideal teacher qualities is very similar.
There are four items that the two groups have
arranged in similar rank orders in considering them as
the most important qualities, namely, ability to stimulate
intellectual curiosity, developing thought processes,
good relationship with students, and friendliness. Two
items, namely, ability to stimulate intellectual curiosity
and developing thought processes, are related to presenta-
tion of knowledge and another two, namely good relation-
ship with students and friendliness, are associated with
the relation with students (Table 30).
The less important teacher qualities commonly
agreed by the two groups are strict control, sense of
humour and effective use of audio-visual aids (Table 30).
The result indicates that the local students do
not welcome too strict a teacher to be an image of an
ideal teacher. Neither sense of humour nor the effective
use of audio-visual aids by the teacher be considered
as important quality for an ideal teacher.
3. Contraditor Items Among the Groups
There are some contraditory views on the perception
of an ideal teacher between male and female subjects.
The female subjects have more preference for teachers
who are friendly and willing to help them but these do
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not apply to male subjects. The male subjects like to
have an ideal teacher with full confidence and ability
to motivate their study and paying attention to students'
feedbacks (Table 28).
Secondary students like to see an ideal teacher
to be friendly, willing to help them, having a good
relationship with them while the student-teachers
and serving teachers place lower priority to these
items. First year student-teachers consider flexibility
to be the most important quality to the ideal teacher
yet the other groups do not have the similar view
(Table 31).
Only the second year student-teachers consider
developing motivation as quite an important teacher
quality to an ideal teacher and the serving teachers
associate confidence as well as the preparation and
organisation of the lessons to be more important
qualities for an ideal teacher (Table 31).
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TABLE 31
RANK ORDER OF 20 TEACHER QUALITIES GIVEN BY FIVE
SUBJECT GROUPS
JUNIOR SENIOR SERVING1st YR. 2nd YR.
ITM N
STUDENT -TEACHERSSTUDENTS TEACHERS
1 1 4 2 1 1
11 11.52 9 8 12
3 17 14 7 210
4 16 1615 14 16
5 7 39 6 6
26 3 3 2 3.5
7 13 13 1 10 14
48 8 c 4 7
9 5 2 12 9 11
10 3 1 5 6 8
10 13 1211 10 9
15 16 15 1512 15
if713 7 5 3.5
14 11.5 118 11 10
15 912 8 13 5
16 19 19 19 16 18
17 1718 18 18 17
1718 14 18 19 19
19 20 20 20 20 20
20 6 5 1714 13
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION
A. Summary of the Study
The present study examines the perceptions of the
most-liked teachers' competence and on a given set of
good teacher qualities from the angle of students, student-
teachers and serving teachers. A pilot study was done
to modify the questionnaire and the main survey was given
to chosen groups of students, student-teachers and
serving teachers.
Two ways of statistical analysis were adopted:
chi square test and rank difference coefficient of cor-
relation. Chi square test was used to observe the dif-
ferences in perception on the teacher competence among
the subject groups. Moreover, rank difference coefficient
of correlation was used to identify the correlations
among the groups on a given set of good teacher qualities
and try to deduce the perception of an ideal teacher.
1. Summary of the Teacher Competence Possessed
by the Most-liked Teacher
The response on the teacher competence reflects
some characteristics. Of the twenty teacher competencies
perceived (Table 13 and 14)', eight items (40%) are
related to the presentation of knowledge, seven items
(35%) are portraying the teacher's personality, three
items (15%) are descriptions for relationship with students
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and only two items (10%) are related to the teacher's
knowledge in the subjects.
This research reflects that the local students
are very much concerned with the teacher's presentation
of knowledge. The students do not have too much interest
in the academic background (knowledge in the subject)
of the most-liked teacher but they would like to have
teachers who can present sufficient knowledge to them
in a lively way, so that they can learn enough to pass
the examinations. In this way, students may neglect
other aspects of education. Some of the personality
items like clear voice, fluent speech, confidence, being
courteous and concerned towards students, lively and
pleasant characters are also perceived as important
qualities to the most-liked teacher. Teacher's knowledge
is also considered as essential to the msot-liked teacher
as well. It also reflects that the students like to have
a liberal, tender-hearted, friendly and warm teacher.
They also expect the teacher to be a good leader to them
and punishments given should be aimed at conveying or
guiding students to the right way.
2. Summary of the Perception of Teacher Qualities
of an Ideal Teacher
The result indicates a tendency on the part of
subjects under study to attach relatively great importance
to characteristics related to the presentation of knowledge
and personality of the ideal teacher. Out of the six
most important teacher qualities, three items are related
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to the presentation of knowledge, two are associated with
the personality aspect and one belongs to the knowledge
of the teacher (Table 28).
The perception of an ideal teacher deduced in this
survey is very much similar to the most-liked teacher.
He is expected to be able to stimulate students' intel-
lectual curiosity, develop their motivation and thought
processes, have a good relationship with students, have
willingness to help, and pay attention to students'
feedback.
An ideal teacher is seen as possessing the following
qualities of personality. He is fluent in speech,
confident, flexible, approachable and be able to communicate
lucidly. Futhermore, being knowledgeable, he must
possess keen interest in the subject materials, have
good preparation and organisation of lessons and
present the lesson materials in an interesting way.
B. Discussion
In this survey study, the autnor trieu LO
deduce the essential qualities most likely to be
possessed by the most-liked teachers so as to see the
different views on the qualities of a good teacher.
Out of the set of twenty good teacher qualities, the
author tried to portray the image of an ideal teacher.
On the whole, the perception of the most-liked
teacher is much similar to that of an ideal teacher.
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In this study, there was a high degree of unanimity
among subjects of various groups in their perception
of the most-liked teacher.
The subjects on the whole consider neither
sense of humour nor strict control to be important
qualities of the teacher. It is perceived that the
most-liked teachers usually use aids in their lessons,
yet it is not considered to be one of the very essential
qualities for an ideal teacher. In the present survey,
it is surprising to find that democracy was beyond the
cut-off point or considered to be one of the less
important characteristics of an ideal teachers. It
may be the result of the sampling in the present
research--- the limited samples are selected from
chosen schools and not random samples of students in
Hong Kong. The schools and college of education
chosen are famous and well established ones in Hong
Kong and democratic atmosphere is undoubtedly
available there. Having democracy already available
in the schools, the students and student-teachers
would place a higher priority on other items than on
democracy.
Among the perception of the groups, the major
differences lie in the groups of the first year
student-teachers and the serving teachers with the
other three groups. The reason for this may be due
to the differences socially and educationally. In
the present study, a large sample of the first year
student-teachers are derived from the part-time
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course. Most of the students of the part-time course
are graduates from private Chinese middle schools,
some of them are graduates from universities in Taiwan
or universities in mainland China before the political
change, or from other private Chinese post-secondary
colleges in Hong Kong. In those private middle schools
and post-secondary colleges, most of the teachers are
older and the methods of teaching are more old-fashioned
as compared with those of the government and subsidised
schools in Hong Kong. The majority of the part-time
course students were taught by older and probably
untrained teachers. Even some of the full-time course
students also came from private schools and were
taught by older and untrained teachers. In these
schools, most of the teachers are still using the old
Capes and Bays style of teaching or factual teaching
by dictating notes or lecturing. In this way, they
neglect other aspects of teaching. Thus some of the
teachers though having a nice personality and sincerity
in teaching are perceived as teachers with a lot of
weaknesses from the viewpoint of students and educators.
In this respect, it is understandable why in
the present survey there exists quite different
perceptions between the student-teachers especially in
the part-time course and the secondary school students
selected for the survey.
From discussions with some of the teachers
participated in the survey, the author got the impression
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that the serving teachers are setting too high a
standard in mind or too critical in viewing his/her
most-liked teachers. The result shows that their most-
liked teachers possess a lot of weaknesses.
Some of the subjects' perception may be affected
by some factors such as the school policy, education
system, curriculum and examination pressure, etc.
These may have the bad impression on their teachers
that they are serious, without a sense of humour or
that they give too much homework and assignments thus
making them feel that work is replusive, etc. At
present, because of the heavy curriculum for senior
forms and college level, the teachers have little time
to vary their method of teaching, and so lecturing
seems to be the commonest method to cover the
syllabus. Likewise, the students' dislike for
study or school work may affect the perception on
their teachers as well.
The result of the present study shows a
majority response in favour of female teachers as the
most-liked teachers especially at lower secondary
level, but the perception changes to male teachers at
higher level (student-teachers and serving teachers).
This may be due to the ratio of female and male
teachers at various education levels. In order to
justify the above statement, it is better to know the
ratio of male and female teachers who have taught
the subjects involved in the research. It is obvious
that the ratio of female teachers is larger than that
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of male teachers in primary schools and it is the
other way round in secondary schools. Evidently, the
chance of female teachers to be chosen in a primary
school is much greater. At the college level or as
teachers in schools, the students in majority may
appreciate male scholars. Thus it is obvious that the
ratio of male and female teachers in the schools affects
the perception.
Some of the most-liked teachers perceived by
the student-teachers and serving teachers as lack of
confidence, which is contraditory to the majority view.
Though the responses are not high enough to be signi-
ficant, it does reflects something.- In Hong Kong,
especially in private schools, some of the teachers
are unqualified and untrained, thus both their academic
level and method of teaching are unsatisfactory.
In-service training is not well established and the
progress cannot solve the problem in the short run.
Some teachers, because of the difficulty of allocating
their favourite subjects in the time-table arrangement,
staffing problem, or school administrative convenience
are forced to teach their unfavourite subjects or
subjects not very familiar to them. Lacking of enough
knowledge or interest in the subjects taught may imply
the lacking of confidence in teaching.
Some of the student-teachers and serving
teachers consider their favourite teachers as indifferent
and inconsiderate at times, but the response is too low
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to be considered as significant implication. It may
reflect that some teachers are rather strict and
working rather rigidly according to their principles
and school regulations. There exists a role conflict
in the part of a teacher--- to be an assessor,
administrator, knowledge conveyor or advisor.
In the perception of an ideal teacher, on the
whole, the groups have very much similar perception.
However, it seems that the female subjects are more in
favour of teachers who are friendly and willing to help
them, whereas the male subjects prefer to have
confident teachers who can motivate their study and pay
attention to their feedbacks. Local school girls are
introvert by nature and seldom have the initiative to
ask questions or to enquire the teachers for solving
problems but they wish to have friendly teachers
to take the active role to help them. The male
students are extrovert by nature thus, they would like
to see the teachers who can pay attention to their
ideas and suggestions. This is mainly due to the
local students' cultural and social backgrounds.
The secondary students need teacher's attention
and help a lot. Thus they place a higher priority for
the items of friendliness, willingness to help and
good relationship with students. The student-teachers
and serving teachers on the other hand are more mature
and independent, they do not consider the above items
as items of priority but only as important items.
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This research shows a marked difference from
what has been found in Rammers' research (1928, 1929)
which shows. little or no relationship between the
ratings of teachers and sex of the student raters, or
any relationship between the sex of the teachers and
the ratings received. This research also differs
from the study of Rayder (1965) who views that the
student's sex, age, grade point average and the grade
received from the instructor have little relationship
to student ratings.
The present research has a very low correlation
(rho value of 0.044) with the result of Miron and
Segan(1978). The differences may be due to the social
and cultural differences of the subjects involved and
the academic level of the samples in the two studies.
It may also be due to the perception of local students
on the educational aim which is mainly for passing the
examination. As a result, students neglect other
aspects of education. Such students have a common
view on a good teacher as the one who can produce high
passing rate in examinations. In fact, they neglect
the more important aspects in education.
In the present study, as for the perception of
the most-liked teacher, the subjects place more
emphasis on the importance of teacher's presentation of
knowledge and his personality. For the perception of
an ideal teacher, the subjects consider the ability to
stimulate intellectual curiosity, to develop thought
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process and have good relationship with students as
important aspects. Thus it opposes the result of
Miron and Segal which emphasised more on the interesting
presentation of materials, preparation and organisation
of lessons and on lucid expression of ideas.
1. Concluding Remarks
A rating of a teacher is not equivalent to
determining the teacher's instructional competence,
i.e., the ability to effect desired changes in students
However, it does reflect some valid information about
teacher competence as this research does.
The perception of the most-liked teacher and
the ideal teacher found in this research supports the
researches of forerunners in most of the aspects. It
seems that the teacher competence of the most-liked
teacher and the ideal teacher is quite universal.
However, different culture, cognitive and social
backgrounds may probably have effect on the perception.
Gage(1963) remarked that if teachers learned
how the students wanted them to behave they would
become more like the student ideal. If this were
true, the present study and similar research will be
useful reference for teachers and student-teachers
who want to be student ideal. It is hoped that in this
way, both the qualities of the teacher and teaching
effectiveness can be improved.
The study can also served as a reference in the
teacher training programme, to spot out or to recognise
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the weaknesses of student-teachers and to give them
advice according to the competence of the most-liked
teacher and the ideal teacher.
C. Recommendatior
This research suffers from certain limitations,
and the findings may only serve as a basis for future
research on teacher competence. In order to have a more
reliable result in the future research, a large number
of local students randomly chosen representing different
types of school, different levels and in different
locations are to be used in the survey. All the students
in a school are taken as samples which will be more
comprehensive than the present research which confines
to only two classes from each of the chosen school.
In the present study, the perception of some of
the subjects on the most-liked teacher is unexpected.
It is possibly due to the result of the present
education system: the pressure of examinations,-the
heavy syllabus and the over-emphasis on knowledge in
the teaching process enforced by the schools. Hence,
it leaves little time for active learning. This will
not only alter the perception of the most-liked
teacher but may also change their attitude towards
study and learning.
In order to improve the present education
system, teachers have to be given more freedom in
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their teaching and in creating a better learning
environment for the students. The present heavy
syllabus needs a whole re-appraisal and should lay
stress on quality rather than on quantity.
In teacher training programme,more efforts
have to be placed on teaching student-teachers in
presenting knowledge in an interesting way, on
creating a good class atmosphere for learning and on
establishing a good teacher-student relationship.
The teacher competence delineated in this
research can be of value to local teachers and teacher-
educators for self-assessment and program evaluation.
Teachers can use a survey to reflect the students'
view on them so as to improve themselves to be the
student ideal.
The present research serves as a general
study of teacher competence apart from many different
ways of describing teacher efficiency. Further
research is needed for the study of teacher competence
using different criteria: study of teacher and pupil
relationship, and of the psychological prerequisties
to teacher efficiency, knowledge, skills attitudes,
and the view from the growth and achievement of the
students.
Many different words and terms are used to
describe characteristics of teacher competence, One
of the problems confronting educators in this aspect
is how to reduce the list of descriptive terms
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according to some systematic pattern. It is worth
for further study in deducing this list. If it is






QUESTIONNAIRE ON TEACHER'S COMPETENCE
RESEARCH ON TEACHER'S COMPETENCY
The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain your
view on a good teacher basing on your personal experience.
Answers should include his/her weak points. All data
collected will be kept confidential and will be destroyed
after the completion of this survey. In answering the
following questions, pleas think of the most-liked teacher
you have ever met. You can tick more than 1 box in
each item.
SECTION 1
A. Your Personal Particulars
1. Sex: Male Female
2. Education level: F.1-3/ M.1-3
F.4-6/ M.4-6
Full-time 1st yr. College student
Full-time 2nd yr. College student
Part-time 1st yr. College student
Part-time 2nd yr. College student
Serving teacher
B. Descriptions which could be applied to your
MOST-liked teacher
I. Sex: Male Female
2. Age: 20 - 24 25 - 39
30 - 34 35 - 39
40 - 45 over 45
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P. E .English Language
Literature














Not clear enough Unpleasant
SuitableLoud and clear
Dull and monotonous
6. Command of languages:
Good command of Speak fluently
languages
Barely expressive Inexpressive




7. Self-reliance and confidence:





Lack of confidenceFairly self confident
Occasionally discon-
certed
8. Attitude towards students:






9. Sense of humour
Overcritical andAlways humourous
sensitive
Serious and withAlways trying to be




10. Interest in the subject:
Seems mildly inter-Being his favourite
estedsubject
Subject seems irk-Full of his subject
some to him/her





Tncluding what is lust in the textbook
Including some materials connected with
the topic
Including more subject matters than
what is given in the book
12. Level of approach:
Aiming at the enrichment of student's
knowledge
Aiming at the above average students
Aiming at the average students
Aiming at the below average students
13. Knowledge in the subject:
Thorough knowledge on the subject
Knowing a little more than in the textbook
Just knowing the text
Weak in the subject
Never stumped by student's questions
14. Knowledge in other subjects and current affairs:
Knowledgeable





15. Manner of presentation:
Applying subject toPresenting materials
everyday lifeinterestingly
Dull repeatingGiving appropriate
what has been saidexamples illus-









17. Use of textbook:
Connects lessons withAs reference only
the textbook used
Only referring toReading from textbook
some plates maps
Never use
18. Use of aids:
Helpful aids for Valuable providing
additional depthstudents in under-





With guidance and Thought provoking
direction
Tricking C ridi-





20. Stimulating intellectual curiosity:
Inspiring students to independent effort:













Never stumped by unexpected questions









Too severe Cincluding physical punishment)
Trying to be fair
On no ground or reason
To show authority
To scold and embarrass students










25, Relationship with the class:
Aloof and detached
Very close like his/her children
Rather close like friends
As his/her inferiors
As a mean to earn a living
26. Leadership:
Well--equipped to be a good leader
Lacking qualities of a good Leader
Inadequate qualities to be good leader
Have no idea
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APPENDIX A (CONIT' D)
SECTION' 2
The following are some of a good teacher's
characteris-tics', please give a mark against each item
according to your own view. 10 marks will stand for
the most important characteristics and 1 mark for the
least important ones.
i. Ability to stimulate intellectual curiosity




6. Developing thought processes
7. Flexible
8. Fluency of speech
9. Friendly approach
10. Good relationship with students
11. Interesting presentation of material
12. Knowledge in current affairs and in other
subjects,
13. Knowledge and interest in subject material
14. Lucid expression of ideas
15. Preparation and organisation of lessons
16. Effective use of audio-visual aids
17. Sense of humour
18. Showing personal interest in student's work
19. Strict control





良 好 教 師 品 質 研 究
這 問 卷 的 目 的 是 想 知 在 你 心 目 中 ， 怎 樣 才 是 一 個
良 好 的 教 師 ， 良 好 的 教 師 會 有 一 些 什 麼 表 現 答 案 也 應
包 括 他 的 缺 點 或 弱 點 。 試 以 你 個 人 經 驗 所 得 ， 據 實
將 下 列 資 料 填 寫 ， 所 提 供 的 資 料 ， 必 將 保 密 ， 並 在 此
研 究 完 成 後 ， 全 部 銷 毀 。 在 答 覆 下 列 問 題 時 ， 請 把 你
曾 經 遇 到 的 最 好 教 師 的 形 象 作 為 根 據 ， 可 以 在 一 個
項 目 中 選 答 多 於 一 項 答 案 。
甲 部
A 個 人 資 料
男 女1 性 別
2 教 育 水 平
中 一 至 中 三
中 四 至 中 六
教 育 學 院 全 日 制 一 年 級 學 生
教 育 學 院 全 日 制 二 年 級 學 生
教 育 學 院 部 份 時 間 一 年 級 學 生
教 育 學 院 部 份 時 間 二 年 級 學 生
在 職 教 師
B 你 最 喜 歡 老 師 的 一 些 資 料
1 性 別 : 男
女
2 年 齡 : 20 - 24 25 - 29
30 - 34 35 –39
40 –44 45 及 以 上
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3 所 教 授 科 目
中 國 語 文 及 文 學 理 科
英 國 語 文 及 文 學 美 術
經 濟 公 共 事 務 體 育
地 理 家 政
歷 史 音 樂
家 教 / 倫 理 木 工
社 會 其 他
數 學 ( 請 註 名
4 個 人 性 格 :
充 滿 生 氣 鎮 靜
令 人 愉 快 緊 張
情 緒 不 安
5 聲 音 :
清 楚 令 人 愉 快 . 舒 適
未 夠 清 楚
令 人 不 舒 適
响 亮 而 清 晰 適 中
沈 悶 平 坦
6
語 言 的 掌 握 :
用 語 恰 當 . 文 字 流 暢 談 吐 明 白 流 暢
勉 強 可 以 表 達 難 以 表 達




常 充 滿 信 心 過 分 自 信
遇 困 難 時 沉 著 應 付 有 時 自 怯 及 猶 疑 不 定
頗 自 信 缺 乏 自 信
偶 有 失 措
8 對 學 生 的 態 度 :
常 有 禮 貌 和 體 諒 過 分 要 求 和 不 信 任
關 心 和 了 解 嘲 笑 、 奚 落
有 耐 心 無 同 情 心 和 不 體 諒
公 正
9 幽 默 感 :
常 帶 幽 默 過 分 挑 剔 及 敏 感
常 自 以 為 幽 默
嚴 肅 而 絕 無 幽 默 感
常 保 持 適 量 幽 默 感
C 上 課 情 況 :
10 對 教 授 之 學 科 所 感 興 趣 程 度 :
所 授 學 科 乃 最 有 對 所 授 科 目 畧 感
興 趣 之 範 圍 興 趣
對 本 科 學 識 廣 博 對 所 授 科 目 似
對 所 授 學 科 有 興 趣 感 厭 倦
11 教 學 準 備 :
除 課 本 內 容 並 無 別 包 括 若 干 與 課 題
的 資 料 有 關 之 資 料
比 課 本 內 容 更 多 資 料
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12 備 課 :
目 的 在 增 長 學 生 知 識 以 成 績 較 佳 之 學 生
以 一 般 學 生 為 對 象 為 對 象
以 成 績 較 差 的 學 生 為 對 象
13 對 學 科 內 容 的 認 識 :
有 透 徹 認 識 只 比 教 科 書 稍 多 認 識
僅 認 識 課 文 內 容 認 識 貧 弱
未 被 學 生 問 題 難 倒
14 對 其 他 科 目 及 時 事 的 認 識 :
知 識 充 足 未 嘗 被 突 來 問 題 難 倒
適 當 極 少
15 表 達 態 度 :
有 趣 地 表 能 將 科 目 知 識 應 用
能 適 用 之 例 子 及 圖 於 日 常 生 活
解 來 解 釋 概 念 沉 悶 及 覆 述 課 本 內 容
散 漫 及 單 調
及 己 曾 講 述 之 知 識
16 表 達 方 式 :
講 述 式 讀 默 筆 記
討 論 式 能 用 生 動 方 式 表 達
用 各 種 不 同 之 方 式
17 課 本 運 用 :
只 供 參 考 課 本 和 教 材 內 容
徒 讀 課 文 聯 結
永 不 使 用 課 本
只 參 閱 插 圖 、 地 圖 等
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18 教 具 運 用 :
能 助 學 生 對 課 文 能 加 深 課 本 內 容
更 加 認 識 之 認 識
用 的 適 宜 及 有 助 永 不 使 用 教 具
教 具 不 貼 切 成 不 足 夠
19 提 問 方 式 :
問 題 有 引 導 力 有 思 考 性
能 測 驗 學 生 獲 得 問 題 故 意 引 導 錯 誤
程 度 並 藉 以 嘲 笑 學 生
永 不 發 問
20 激 發 學 生 之 好 奇 心 :
激 發 學 生 獨 立 思 考 ， 以 製 造 探 討 知 識 的 慾 望
使 用 啟 發 性 問 題
通 過 討 論 及 設 計 教 學
問 用 啟 發 性 問 題 畧 能 製 造 學 習 興 趣
破 壞 學 習 興 趣 使 學 生 增 厭 學 習
21
對 學 生 問 題 或 答 案 的 反 應 :
敏 捷 經 過 考 慮
靈 活 經 鎮 種 考 慮 後 作 答
猶 疑 及 緩 慢 對 突 然 而 來 的 問 題 絕 不 慌 張
22 創 造 學 習 氣 氛 :
時 常 友 善 融 洽 不 拘 禮 節
問 或 友 善 融 洽 苛 刻 、 冷 酷
教 師 支 配 一 切
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D 其 他 方 面
23 處 罰
過 份 嚴 厲 ( 包 括 體 罰 ) 試 圖 公 正
並 無 任 何 原 因 或 顯 示 權 威
理 由 處 罰
故 意 責 罵 而 使 試 圖 指 引 學 生
學 生 為 難 歸 於 正 途
24
課 室 管 理 及 秩 序 問 題 :




25 與 全 班 關 係 :
冷 淡 及 保 持 相 當 像 子 女 般 親 切
距 離 視 如 下 屬 或 次 等
像 朋 友 般 密 切 地 位 的 人
只 視 作 謀 生 工 具
26 領 袖 才 幹 :
具 備 未 具 備
不 足 未 能 覺 察
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乙 部
下 列 為 良 好 教 師 之 一 些 品 質 ， 試 以 個 人 意 見
將 下 列 各 項 予 以 評 分 ， 所 給 分 數 可 由
1 至
10 分 最 重 要
者 給 予 10 分 ， 最 不 重 要 者 與 1 分
1 激 發 學 生 學 習 求 知 慾 之 能 力
2 注 重 學 生 反 應
3 自 信 心
4 開 明 作 風
5 啟 發 學 生 學 習 動 機 之 能 力
6 啟 發 學 生 思 考 之 能 力
7 處 事 之 靈 活 變 化
8 說 話 流 暢
9 平 易 近 人
10 師 生 關 係 良 好
11 趣 味 地 表 達 教 材
12
對 時 事 及 其 他 學 科 之 廣 泛 認 識
13 對 所 教 授 之 學 科 內 容 之 興 趣 及 知 識
14 思 想 概 念 之 表 達 能 力
15 備 課 及 教 材 之 組 能 力
16 視 聽 教 材 之 有 效 運 用
17 幽 默 感
18 對 學 生 功 課 有 興 趣
19 嚴 謹 之 課 室 管 理
20 樂 意 助 人
多 謝 合 作
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ANALYSES OF DESCRIPTORS IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE











































4. Descriptor: Lively Personality
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 7. 637
1 and 3 5. 360
1 and 4 20.525
1 and 5 0.600
2 and 3 0.067
2 and 4 4.924
2 and 5 0.810
3 and 4 5.480
3 and 5 0.504
4 and 5 5.757
5. Descriptor: Calm in Personality
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.637
1 and 3 44.877
1 and 4 40.717
1 and 5 0.183
2 and 3 37.844
2 and 4 34.066
2 and 5 0.003
3 and 4 0.005
3 and 5 15.561
4 and 5 14.580
Pleasant Personality6. Descriptor:
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCECHI SQUARE VALUEGROUPS
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 24.517
0.9661 and 3







4 and 5 0.501
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7. Descriptor: Personality being Nervous
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 10.383
1 and 3 141. 694
1 and 4 0.785
land 5 0.547
2 and 3 189.889
2 and 4 6.127
4.8372 and 5
3 and 4 124.086
53.7213 and 5
0.0434 and 5
8. Descriptor: Pleasant Voice
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 25.667
1 and 3 16.301
42.8151 and 4
1 and 5 19.018
72.6052 and 3
4.3692 and 4
2 and 5 1.435
3 and 4 93.903
54.6353 and 5
4 and 5 0.027





54. 5611 and 3





3 and 4 0.076
14.1713 and 5
4 and 5 12.904
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10. Descriptor: Suitable Voice
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 1.532
1 and 3 20.160
1 and 4 20.498
1 and 5 0.500
2 and 3 11 .996
2 and 4 12.412
2 and 5 0.003
3 and 4 0.029
3 and 5 4.342
4 and 5 4.678
11. Descriptor: Loud and Clear Voice
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 2.905
1 and 3 36.284
1 and 4 12.498
1 and 5 27.502
2 and 3 57.765
2 and 4 26.063
2 and 5 37.547
3 and 4 5.705
3 and 5 6.057
4 and 5 12.174
12. Descriptor: Dull and Monotonous Voice
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 7.632
117.9751 and 3







4 and 5 1.391
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1 and 2 10.880
5.2361 and 3





















0. 3714 and 5
15. Descriptor: Poor Command of English Language
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
















l and 2 13.526
l and 3 0.020
1 and 4 5.275
l and 5 11.976
11.4522 and 3
2 and 4 1.091
2 and 5 31. 251
3 and 4 4.357
3 and 5 12.253
22.3924 and 5











1. 8283 and 4
0.0263 and 5
1. 1514 and 5
18. Descriptor: Concern and Understanding Attitude Towards Stds.
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
CHI SQUARE VALUEGROUPS
AT 0. 0 01 LEVEL
17.1351 and 2
0.6461 and 3






3 and 5 0.485
4 and 5 11.158
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19. Descriptor: Impartial Attitude Towards Students
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 1.071
1 and 3 43. 000
1 and 4 8.835
1 and 5 21.458
2 and 3 56.446
2 and 4 15.589
2 and 5 26.640
3 and 4 12.870
3 and 5 1.828
4 and 5 9.638
20. Descriptor: Unsympathetic Inconsiderate
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 3.894
1 and 3 45.509
1 and 4 35.722
1 and 5 53.913
2 and 3 69.426
2 and 4 57.986
2 and 5 86.423
3 and 4 0.490
3 and 5 2.625
4 and 5 4.342




1 and 2 4.735
13.8031 and 3
1 and 4 0.035
8.6241 and 5
32.0252 and 3
2 and 4 4.727
2 and 5 15.714
3 and. 4 11.352
3 and 5 1.034
4 and 5 7.868
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22. Descriptor: Always Try to be Funny
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 3.611
1 and 3 81.512
1 and 4 29.081
1 and 5 65.556
2 and 3 115.675
2 and 4 51.729
2 and 5 100.070
3 and 4 12.699
3 and 5 1.293
4 and 5 12.532
23. Descriptor: Always Keep Humour in Proper Balance
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 2.178
1 and 3 81.030
1 and 4 15.224
1 and 5 54. 144
2 and 3 109.488
2 and 4 28.617
70.6342 and 5
3 and 4 24.968
3 and 5 5.818
4 and 5 24.217
24. Descriptor: Serious With No Sense of Humour
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
l and 2 1.977
1 and 3 82.992
1 and 4 38.149
1 and 5 35.592
2 and 3 109.083
2 and 4 56.788
2 and 5 55.069
3 and 4. 8.585
3 and 5 1.223
4 and 5 0.789
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25. Descriptor: Subject Taught Being His Favourite Field
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 10. 714
1 and 3 22.854
1 and 4 29.543
1 and 5 3.036
2 and 3 3.179
2 and 4 6.606
2 and 5 0.087
3 and 4 0.E60
3 and 5 1.887
4 and 5 3.587
26. Descriptor: Always Full of His/Her Subject
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 12.790
1 and 3 31. 299
1 and 4 32.613
1 and 5 6.014
2 and 3 5.613
2 and 4 6.850
2 and 5 0.070
3 and 4 0.111
3 and 5 1.488
4 and 5 2.042
27. Descriptor: Interest in the Subject Taught
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
SIGNIFICANTDIFFERENCAT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0. 347
43.4351 and 3
1 and 4 7.758
l and 5 29.153
52.3822 and 3
2 and 4 11.447
2 and 5 33.184
3 and 4 13.397
3 and 5 3.645
4 and 5 14.436
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28. Descriptor: Sub-ect Seems Irksome to Him/HPr
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.522
l and 3 51. 510
1 and 4 28_.496
1 and 5 42.972
2 and 3 64.869
2 and 4 38.086
2 and 5 54.737
3 and 4 3.036
3 and 5 0.768
4 and 5 4.272
Preparation Including More Subject29. Descriptor:
Matters Than what is Given in the Book
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 28.973
1 and 3 16.603
1 and 4 9.015
1 and 5 0.827
2 and 3 0.975
2 and 4 3.680
2 and 5 6.012
3 and 4 0. 824
3 and 5 2.998
4 and 5 1.162
Preparation Including Some Material30. Descriptor:
'Connected with the Topic
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 13.865
1 and 3 47. 861
1 and 4 10.712
1 and 5 34.249
2 and 3 106.254
2 and 4 45.101
2 and 5 67.376
3 and 4 12. 197
3 and 5 4.565
4 and 5 15.498
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Preparation Lesson with Materials
31. Descriptor:




1 and 2 0.152
l and 3 96.266
l and 4 47. 074
l and 5 76.804
2 and 3 110.146
2 and 4 55.653
2 and 5 87.666
3 and 4 8.435
3 and 5 1.719
4 and 5 10.200




GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 13.905
1 and 3 35.463









33. Descriptor: Lesson Aiming at the Above Average Students
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCECHI SQUARE VALUEGROUPS
AT 0. 0 01 LEVEL
2.3061 and 2
39.0981 and 3
16. 9511 and 4
6.8891 and 5
60.9572 and 3







34. Descriptor: Lesson Aiming at the Average Students
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0. 947
1 and 3 17.279
1 and 4 3.336
1 and 5 20.061
2 and 3 11.292
2 and 4 0.975
2 and 5 16.438
3 and 4 4.759
3 and 5 6.159
4 and 5 12.397
35.' Descriptor: Lesson Aiming at the Below Average Students
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.449
1 and 3 98. 254
1 and 4 42.781
1 and 5 83.847
2 and 3 94.675
2 and 4 38.270
2 and 5 78.334
3 and 4 10.901
3 and 5 3.808
4 and 5 16.049
36. Descriptor: Thorough Knowledge in the Subject
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 8.289
1 and 3 23.221
1 and 4 0.913
1 and 5 24.609
2 and 3 57.651
2 and 4 13.270
2 and 5 47.192
3 and 4 12.948
3 and 5 4.235













37. Descriptor: Knowing a Bit More Than the Textbook
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 24.659
1 and 3 23.486
1 and 4 1.518
1 and 5 12.299
2 and 3 0.186
2 and 4 11.963
2 and 5 1.840
3 and 4 12.523
3 and 5 1.304
4 and 5 8 .344
38. Descriptor: Weak in Knowledge in the Subject
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.011
1 and 3 11.318
l and 4 18.104
1 and 5 3.955
2 and 3 11.777
2 and 4 19.117
2 and 5 3.805
3 and 4 0.975
3 and 5 0.255
4 and 5 1. 210
39. Descriptor: Never Stumped by Student's Question
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.058
1 and 3 36.134
1 and 4 8.088
1 and 5 33.711
41.7772 and 3
2 and 4 10.029
38.0052 and 5
3 and 4 8.748
3 and 5 1.3914
4 and 5 10.809
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49. 9541 and 3
6.1221 and 4
1 and 5 18.698
73.3302 and 3




4 and 5 8.231






0. 8141 and 2
48. 8731 and 3
28.6701 and 4







42. Descriptor: Applying Subject to Daily Life
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE


















1 and 2 0. 084
68.8961 and 3
1 and 4 1.396
1 and 5 15.232
78. 9162 and 3
2 and 4 2.228
2 and 5 18.206
3 and 4 43.838
3 and 5 4.937
4 and 5 7.289
44. Descriptor: Lecturing Materials in a Lesson
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 2.656
14.4991 and 3





3 and 4 0.452
0.3263 and 5
0.0134 and 5















46. Descriptor: Use of Textbook as Reference
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0. 317
1 and 3 70.891
1 and 4 12.294
1 and 5 49.400
2 and 3 84.421
2 and 4 17.138
2 and 5 58.049
3 and 4 21. 722
3 and 5 1.341
4 and 5 17. 815





























49. Descriptor: Never Use the Textbook
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.001
1 and 3 45.890
1 and 4 0.144
1 and 5 42.770
2 and 3 50.141
2 and 4 0.132




Valuable Use of Visual Aids to Provide
50. Descriptor:




1 and 2 4. 351
1.9961 and 3
8.4561 and 4





















4 and 5 16.349
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52. Descriptor: Inadequate Or Irrelevant Use of Aids
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 3.611
1 and 3 79.686
1 and 4 3.447
1 and 5 70.045
2 and 3 113.544
2 and 4 13.612
2 and 5 105.656
3 and 4 44.351
3 and 5 2.190
4 and 5 40.429
53. Descriptor: Test on What Students Have Learnt (by Questioning)
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.144
1 and 3 45.926
1 and 4 16.690
1 and 5 24.419
43.1062 and 3
2 and 4 20. 518
2 and 5 22.919
3 and 4 99.612
3 and 5 2.383
4 and 5 51.504
54. Descriptor: Questioning Never Use
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCECHI SQUARE VALUEGROUPS
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1.195l and 2
1 and 3 62.405
1 and 4 0.608
1 and 5 52.706
82.3992 and 3
2 and 4 0.039
2 and 5 71. 148
58.8913 and 4
3 and 5 1.278
4 and 5 53.632
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1 and 2 2.897
6.8901 and 3
1 and 4 2.371
1 and 5 8.995
2 and 3 18.485
2 and 4 0.000
16.3972 and 5
3 and 4 15.301
1.8813 and 5
15.0944 and 5
56. Descriptor: Occasionally Inspiring Intellectual Curiosity
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
CHI SQUARE VALUEGROUPS
AT 0. 0 01 LEVEL
1.7861 and 2
























58. Descriptor: Making Work Replusive
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 3.251
1 and 3 39.837
1 and 4 1.116
1 and 5 42.972
2 and 3 63.622
2 and 4 7.777
2 and 5 70.080
3 and 4 23.431
3 and 5 2.226
4 and 5 27.458
59. Descriptor: Swift Response to Questions
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 2,946
1 and 3 30.966
1 and 4 2.185
1 and 5 1.876
2 and 3 16.950
2 and 4 0.006
2 and 5 0.093
3 and 4 14.248
4.9493 and 5
4 and 5 0.116
60. Descriptor: Flexible Response to Questions Answers
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCECHI SQUARE VALUEGROUPS
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.528
1 and 3 0.050
1 and 4 24. 309
1 and 5 2.023
0.2182 and 3
2 and 4 19.411
2 and 5 3.370
20.6413 and 4
3 and 5 2.355
18.9454 and 5
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61. Descriptor: Response to Students only After Careful Thoughts
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 3.716
1 and 3 6.985
1 and 4 7.316
1 and 5 6.072
2 and 3 19.607
2 and 4 0.964
2 and 5 11.598
3 and 4 25.146
3 and 5 1.090
14.6914 and 5











3 and 4 6.606
4.6613 and 5
0. 3024 and 5















64. Descriptor: Always Warm and Friendly
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCEGROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 17.1915
1 and 3 8.195
1 and 4 3.233
1 and 5 8.995
2 and 3 46.588
2 and 4 3.984
2 and 5 31.879
3 and 4 19.141
3 and 5 1.503
4 and 5 16.422
65. Descriptor: Scold and Embarrass Students
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE.GROUPS CHI SQUARE VALUE
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 7.954
1 and 3 20.080
1 and 4 11.728
1 and 5 0.914
2 and 3 51.742
2 and 4 1.256
2 and 5 9.059
3 and 4 48.964
3 and 5 3.500
4 and 5 13.447
66. Descriptor: Punishment Always Trying to be Fair
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCECHI SQUARE VALUGROUPS
AT 0.001 LEVEL
1 and 2 0.148
1 and 3 14.760
1 and 4 0.284
1 and 5 25.886
2 and 3 12.832
2 and 4 0.809
2 and 5 24.139
3 and 4 16.608
3 and 5 7.530
4 and 5 27.750
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68. Descriptor: Chaotic Class Management
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
























4 and 5 8.016
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ABSTRACT
For many years educators are keen to find out the
teacher qualities essential to good teaching and effective
learning. The author, as a teacher educator, always
wishes to know what student-teachers need to acquire in
their training in order to be good teachers or competent
teachers. If there is a solution to this problem, it will
certainly help to inprove teacher training programme.
Since the qualities of a good teacher are too many and
most of them probably cannot be measured easily. Thus
the survey is confined to the observable parts of teacher
competence in the classroom teaching.
It has often been stated that teaching lacks.
definition or objective criteria by which a teacher can
judge his teaching performance. He is vulnerable to
guesses about how other evaluate him as a teacher. In
Hong Kong, advices given to teachers in training by
their supervisors are mainly drawn from their personal
experiences.
Research on teaching effectiveness has received
attention since early 1920s. It is believed teacher
as a conveyor of knowledge must not that his performance
highly affects the learning and achievement of his
students.
As there is a great difference in the research
results on the criteria of a good teacher, the author
wishes to carry out a survey on teacher competencies of
the most-liked teachers and to find out the image of
an ideal teacher viewing from the angles of students,
student-teachers and serving teachers.
A pilot study was carried out before the main
survey with an aim to modify the questionnaire. The
modified questionnaire consists of 148 descriptors
under 27 items in section one. The twenty-seven items
can be grouped under five categories --- personal
particulars, knowledge, presentation of the knowledge,
relation with students and personality. Section two
consists of a set of twenty good teacher qualities.
The returned questionnaires are screened before
processing and analysing. Frequency count, chi square
test and rank difference coefficient of correlation
are the statistical methods used for analysis.
The research shows a difference among the
groups on the perception of the most-liked teachers but
a similar view on the perception of an ideal teacher.
The secondary students perceive their most-liked
teachers rather close to the ideal teacher, but the
other groups view their most-liked teachers as more
human with a number of weaknesses. The differences
may be due to their personal experiences and education
background.
In general, the perception of the teacher
competencies of the most-liked teacher is the quite
similar to foreign research and may be said that the
teacher competencies of the most-liked teacher is
quite universal. However, the perception on the image
of an ideal teacher is different from other foreign
research due to the difference in cultural and
education background.
It is hoped that teachers should try to improve
themselves through the feedbacks from the students on
the perceptions of their teaching performance.


